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r66 And The Arts' Threatens 
To Squelch; ~creativity Tirade' 
College Mails ~70 Acceptances 
April 20 may have passed by Wei· 
lesley relatively unnoticed, but for 
thousands of high sC'hool seniors 
across the country it decisively mark· 
ed the end of a Jong period of anxious 
anticipation. Letters admitting 4.476 
successful candidates out of 12,758 
applicants lo the Seve!l Sister colleges 
were mailed a week ago Wednesday 
Approximately 2,886 of those accept-
ed. with varying degrees of eagerness 
will descend on the Seven in the fall. 
Wellesley it.sell accepted 653 oul of 
2.390 applicants, aiming for a class 
of 480. About 39% of lhe class, or 
190 students, were admitted under 
the Early Decision Plan in November. 
Over 100 candidates were rejected in 
February. 
Decrease in Appllcatlons 
Rehearsal of Ellen Jaffr's play for "6 and the Arts; I. to r.: Kay King 
In comparison. 2.442 ca'ldidates ap-
plied for admission to Wellesley last 
r€ar. of whom 616 were admitted. 
'66, Wayne Scott, and Amy Bright '66 
Photo by Karin Rosenthal The decrease in the number of appli· 
by Estl'lle Ste1•em '68 
Innovation and originality are the 
key words lo describe "66 and the 
Arts" t.o be presented in Jewett 
udltorium on l<'riclay ancl Saturday, 
pril 29 and 30 at 7: 30 and 8: 00 p.m. 
rei;pertively. 
The program, originated six year11 
ago, is de~igned to prert>nt the va· 
rletr of talt>nts in the i<enior class 
rani:ing from drama to da1we, from 
poetry to painting. Although there 
was some opposition to t·ontinuing 
the program this year because or 
rliffil·ulties and last-minute planning 
in the past, program chairman Bo 
Thorne maintainecl a "show must 
ii;o on" attitude. Preliminary plan· 
ning and organization began last fall. 
The final result is that over a quar· 
ter of the class will participate. 
Anti-Creativity 
A<'cordlng to Bo, this year'a pro· 
gram will not be limited to '66 and 
the arts. but wlll mclude dlsplay11, 
projerts and 350 and 370 papers 
from all fields. 
"'It ls an opportunity for expres· 
sion," she states "for giving some· 
thing to Wellesley as a class." Per· 
haps, she adds, it wlll quiet some of 
the "creativity tirades" of those 
who "complain and theorize" about 
the lat·k of c·reativity at Wellesley 
"rather than work." It proves that 
the people who ··want to, do things" 
on a non-a1·:.demlc level. 
Jaffe Drama 
Opening "66 and the Arts" wlll 
Dt>an of the Class of 1970 wiU be 
Joan Barker Melvin, President Mar· 
garet Clapp announced at hooors con· 
\Oration last Thur3day, April 21. Mrs. 
'\felvin will take the place of Martha 
E. Francois, present Dean of the 
Class of 1968. 
Mrs Melvin, who will be an instruc· 
tor in biology at Welle.;ley, graduated 
from Wellesley in 1947 and rtteived 
her Ph.D. in zoology from Boston 
l ruversity. She has tbrtt children, 
ranging ln Ale from 8 '° H year old. 
cations this year was reflected in 
be a one-a<·t play written by mien the statistic~ for the Seven Sisler Col· 
Sue Jaffe entitled Making One's teges as a whole. Only Mount Holyoke 
Fortune. ThiR is the se<"ond of El recorded more candidates in 1966 
Jen's 11lays that has been produrecl. than in 1965. 
Based on a quote from T.S. Eliot's This hardly means that the wo-
Wasteland, it Is a drama playing men·s colleges are a dying inslilu· 
with time and people's superstltloni1. tioo, however. The downward trend 
The ca11t will lnl"lude Chrill is e!llirely consistent with the birth 
Brooks as Nic·k; Nam·y Ober as the rate of 17 and 18 years ago. Our col-
Fortune Teller; Kay King ai1 Mr.:i. leges and universities can breathe 
Shamaver; Amy Bright all Pat; only a temporary sigh of relief. The 
Wayne Scott as Stephen: and Karen post-war generation is no longer hit-
Ahern as the Elderly Woman. Ell· ting the campus, but a sharp in-
een Kohl will dirert; !'ianry Felder uease is expected aga:n in l!lfXI. 
is stage manager; Ann Srhultze Is High Standard,; 
is stiage manager; Margie Holley is In characterizing this year's appli-
in charge ol lights. cants, Miss Elizabeth Vermey, Ad-
Dance T rio missions Director at Bryn Mawr Col-
Mak.ing One's Fortune will be fol- :ege, expressed the sentiment of her 
lowed by a humorous dance routine. colleagues: "This year's applica!lt 
"'Nursery Suibe." The da!lcers will be group is exceedingly strong. What 
Heidi Dalzzell and Chris Ditmeyer. has impressed me most is lhat l'O 
A short story by Bo Thorne, ··inter- many of these students set very high 
Jude," will be read by Nancy Felder. ~tandards for themselves, and, con-
The stor~ won the .Joan Masefield lrary lo general opinion, work hard, 
Prose Prize last year. less from pressure lo get into col· 
A reading or June Mllton'11 one· lege than for the sheer pleasure of 
act play In verse. When Love Grew learning. Would that we could accept 
Upside Down, will concludf' thf' pro· I them all!" 
gram. According to Bo. the play Is Mrs. Margaret w. Stimson of Rad-
Continued on page five cliffe added that in addition to their 
Death by Thinking? 
Film to Provoke Reaction 
'"A film is made to create reac· 
lion." maintaL'ls Sweden's contro-
versial author-direct.or, Ingmar Berg-
man. The creator of such complex 
iconographic films as "The Silence," 
"Wild Strawberries," '"Through a 
Glass Darkly," he feels that a good 
mm will either attract or repel the 
viewer. If the viewer remains un· 
moved "the film is an indifferent 
work and worthless." By its creators' 
standards, "The Seventh Seal" ex-
cels. 
The mm. produced in 1956 in 
Sweden, will be shown under the 
auspices of the Film Society on Sat-
urday, April 30 at 7 and 9 p.m . i!l 
Pendleton Hall. Of Bergman's style 
and of this picture in particul• 
Pauline Kael has said: '"Audiences 
'rained in more rational philosophy 
:itill respond emotiooally to Berg· 
man's kind of mysticism. his search-
ng for 'tile meanmg of life,' his 
fatalism, iand the archaic ogres of 
childhood and religion . . . He is a.'1 
artist who 1T10ves the audience deeply 
by calling up dieir buried fears :md 
feelings." 
"Buried fears and feelings" dre 
the text of "'The Seventh Seal," a 
symbolic drama based on the Chris-
tian apocalyptic vision and placed in 
14th century Sweden. The knight. 
Continued on page seven 
The lnduslve fee at Wellesley 
College will rontinue to be $2800 
for 1966-1967 but will be In· 
creased by $300 for 1967·1968, 
President Margaret Clapp has 
notified the parents of 11tuclentP1 
who wlll be afferted by the In· 
aease. 
She stated that, at the same 
time. flnanrial aid funds wlll be 
Increased so lhal students who 
meet the u11ual standard of the 
Committee on Srholarshlps and 
who need Clnanrial a!lslstanre 
wlll rontinue to rereive ald to 
the full extent or their need. 
Mias Clapp wrote the parents: 
"We regret very mu1·h havin~ to 
Increase the fee !or 11167·196!<, 
but rising l'Osts and the impor· 
ta.nee or maintaining excellent 
Instruction and equipment for 
t learning compel the action,'' J 
fine academic preparation. today's throughout the country: the largest 
tudents also seem particularly aware numb<'r of new schools are located in 
of the world about them and are the m:cl-<'3~1." ~lated Miss Clough. 
deeply committed to ideals of Political 1 The foreign student applicant 
•nd ~:ocial equality. ~roup rt•presented 30 countries and 
Low ln<"ome Families :1 i different schools, 23 of which were 
Miss Barbara M. Clough, Director \\' to Wellesley. Ten foreign stu-
of Admission. described the particu- 1 Tepted for the class of 
lar class which will be entering Wei- 1971!, and all ten have already ac-
le:sley nexl fal! as "a very well-qua- c<.'ptcd Wellesley. 
!ified group with excellent creden- Increast- in ~egro Applications 
tials" and ··a good representation ol Negro applications and admissions 
the country." "In short, everything to the Sevt•n Sisters ccntinue to rise, 
we \\ant " and this year 15 students who identi-
Miss Clough commented that lh<.' fit•d them~elves as Negro applied to 
most-dram3tic increase is in lht• Wellesle). of '' hom 16 have been ac-
r:umbcr of qualified candidatt•s from ccptecl. However, out of the 14 !'-le-
low income families. ··1n 1965 4r;; uf gro<'s ~1crl'plcd last year. only six 
the fi!l;rncial ate! grants offered by came. Here as clSC\\ here one en. 
the College were :iwards of full f~e I c?unters the problem o{ multiple ap-
and 32'"" w<'re more than $2.000. This phcatwns. 
vear 12': of the awards granted c~>V· Miss Clou~ said in co!lclusion that 
er the full fee and 32~; are more the Admissions Committee looks for 
than $2.000. A ·number of these slu· the ··well-rounded cli:1ss," ··students 
dents from families with low income:· with a diversity of backgrounds, ond 
will be partially assisted by the new all types of individuals." She empha-
Fcderal Opportunity grants," stated sized lhal they were interested in the 
l\1rs. Joseph Sullivan. Wellesley's Fi· c1t•alive <ind talented girl, .. not just 
nancial Aid Officer. the well-rounckd citizen-type girl.·· 
Fort-i!!:n Students The Commillet.> uses the wailing list 
The class of 1!170 reflects a greater to balance the class if there are any 
cliv<.'rsity of eclucatiollJI background~. gaps aftl'r acceptances are in. 
than in pl"C'vious years. Out of tht• Su('Cl'ssful candidates must make 
1.327 schools which presented ca'ldi· thl' big cleris1on by May 2 a!ld Miss 
cl:itcs. 2~6 had not previously had a Clough hopes a class of 480 will re-
candidall' apply for admi~sion to suit Whal happens if she h<is mis-
Welle~ley. ''Both ·old" and ·new' calculated" Well, "it hasn't happen· 
~chnols arc fairly evenly distributed cd yet." 
Cha1)el Pre1)ares Fry Play; 
~Lady's not for Burning' Due 
hv W1•ndv Momum "(ii< I 
Members or the faculty and stu· I 
dents will present this year's chapel l 
play. Christopher Fry's The Lady's 
Not For Burning on Wednesday, May 
4 al 7:30 p.m. in Houghto!l Memorial 
Chapel. 
"Christopher l<~ry," remarks diroc· 
tor Nancy Heller '67. "is one of the 
few good contemporary playwrights 
who writes in verse. 'What a wonder-
ful thing is a metaphor,' says Thom-
as : and this play proves that Fry Geor(e Stambollan, Allyne Ross '67, 
truly understands the meaning of this d E 0 A 11 rehearse ror line. Poetry in dialogue is sometimes an · uncan swe 
difficult lo execute because it seems I The Lady's Not for Burning. 
unnatural. But Fry has made the Photo by M. E. McDaniel 
gift of language inherent h the char- Burning concer!ls the marriage of 
ecteri> of Thomas and Jennet and Alizon Eliot, Kate Toll '68. She is 
this helps itlustrate their superiority promised to Humphrey, played by 
over some of fue other characters in Duncan Aswell, assistant professor 
th(' play." of English, but his brother Nicholas 
The play is set in a 15th century portrayed by Owen Jander, assistant 
English town where witch hunts were professor of music, supports his 
customary excitement. George Stam- claim to her with astrological evi-
boliarJ, instructor in French, as dence. Alizon, who finds men 
Thomas, insists that he is the Devil "strange," prefers the sensitive 
a!ld should therefore be hanged. But clerk, Richard, played by Philip 
in spite of his disgust for the world, Phibbs, assistant professor of polit· 
he is tempted back lo life by Jen- ical science. 
net, Allyne Ross '67, the unjustly "All the characl'ers," comme!lts 
accused witch. Nancy, Who also directed Junior 
Witch Hunts Show, ''!are engagingly idio.syncratic. 
The Mayor, Hebble Tyson, is Margaret is slightly scatterbrained, 
played by John Cooper, instructor in Humphrey is lecherous but lovable, 
history, and is one of the more pro- and Thomas is ironically sentimental 
saic figures. He is joined by Tapper- in his protestations against senti-
ooom, Kennefill Kuntz, assistant pro- me.itality and love. The objective is 
fessor of biblical history, in a plan to convey the eccentricities which 
lo fabricate e!lough evidence for a make these characters so interesfr1g 
conviction. Completely oblivious to and humorous." 
everything going on is Tyson's sist.er, ''Enjoyment," adds Diana Wolfe 
Margaret, Karen Avakian '67 The "68, Chapel Play chairman, "is the 
witch hunt troubles her only l'o the key to the play. Fry's theme is not 
extent that it interferes with her ponderously profowxl. He is con-
plans for a dinner party. cerned rather with expressing an 
Idiosyncratic Characters appreciation of the worthwhileness 
The sub-plot of the Lady's Not for I of life even for cynics like Thomas." 
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EDITORIALS 
Not Just a ~Happening' 
The Wellesley Film Festival was more than ju~t a "happenin~"; 
it was an occassion. Carefully planned and organized by the Film 
Soci~ty during the past few months, the f~stival proved itself a wh?le 
considerably greater ~han the sum of 1is parts:. mo~.e astound mg 
than simply the showmg of the best of an mcred1ble one hundred 
and eleven student-made films from forty-eight schools," more ex-
citing than even the securing of Robert Gardner, Peter Chcrmayeff 
and Paul Lee as judges guaranteed, and more unique than the ex-
traordinary notion of a film festival at Wellesley might have seemed 
several months ago. 
The panelists Saturday night pointed out that few of the filn:is 
had the polish and sophistication o~ techni9ue, the i:iastery o~ detail, 
or the consistency of form and medium which American movie-goers 
have come to expect from good films. Yet the peculiar sort of agony 
which this observation caused for special guest and panel member 
Al Capp was conspicuously absent in the reaction of the gener~lly 
enthusiastic audience. Eliot Noyes, creator of one of the pnze-
winning films and also a member of the panel, fortunately found at 
least satisfactory words to answer Mr. Capp's perhaps justified but 
nevertheless singularly ill-phrased and ill-timed expression of opin-
ion. Mr. Noyes agreed with the undeniable fact of the films' generally 
unprofessional quality but noted that the films not only did not claim 
professional competence but would have been pretentious to have 
done so. He reminded the audience, the panel, and perhaps most 
specifically Mr. Capp that the films were made by students whose 
chief occupation was not film-making but studying. 
The 
Pans Program 
<Editor's Note: The following let-
ter Is a copy of a statement addressed 
to Miss Clapp regarding the new 
Guest Graduate Program). 
')ear Miss Clapp: 
I am writing you at the request of 
Vliss Frisch, who thought that you 
would be bterested in my views con-
·er:iing the revision of the Catherine 
Iughes Waddel Program. 
With al! due respect to the pro-
r.-onents of the guest graduates idea. 
· '1ose good intentions are evident. I 
eel that the problems of the current 
Guest Ju1ior Program will be in-
·ensified, not solved, by this new pr<>-
;::ram. 
First of all , the program begins en 
h~ premise that a graduate from 
• 
11e South is not on par with a Wei 
·~-.!ey undergraduate. Althoug'h. T 
11ree that there is a Jot to be gai!le<l 
v spending a year at Wellesley, I 
·1uld consider it .a degradation of 
'1V degree to compete with under-
aduate5 on such a basis. This pro· 
·am is a manifest admission of the 
nfcriority of southern Negro col-
~ges while asserting the superiority 
•r Wellesley College. 
Mr. Capp's criticism , however, illustrated a problem that we ~eco~dly, this progran; will appeal 
on News have also found perplexing this year, the problem of the primarily to second rate stude~ts. 
critic's role. As essentially an outsider to college life, Mr. Capp was r,. ... -days, any young lady, espec1~J­
invited to the festival asked to give awards to movies which he did I · Negr?· who has a goo~ academic 
not find particularly ~ell-done, and requested to be a member of a ecobrld '~ her ~.Ilege,fwll111 hh~vet no 
I h · · I · I d I · h 'ro em m rece1vmg a e ows 1p o a panel m~de up of peop e rat er mt1mate y i_nv~ ve !1?t on y wit ~ood graduate school, Which would 
film-making but also with students. As an ob1ect1ve cnt1c, he played ">paal more to the enterprisi!lg stu-
his role as he saw it, with perhaps more gusto and distinctly more ·'ent. · 
sarcasm than the audience and his hostesses anticipated, but never- 1 do not believe that the program 
theless in an understandably, if offensively, detached way. The an- " ill solve any of the problems faced 
tagonism his comments invoked, however, was equally understand- v the present Guest .Juniors. Al-
able because the audience and other panelists were undeniably at- 1ough the Guest Juniors interrupt 
tached to, involved with, and possessed of a vested interest in the !heir four years at their home col-
student films. leges, they are, at least, living with 
This audience empathy then, perhaps more than anything else, 
signified that the festival was a success. The friction generated by the 
panel was not, as Mr. Capp repeatedly suggested, caused by the un-
willingness of the student film-makers or the audience to listen to 
criticism. It rather seemed caused by the fact that the audience did 
not concur with Mr. Capp's views on the films or at least did not 
feel that he chose the appropriate time to express his opinions in the 
way in which he expressed them, making disparaging if amusing 
comments about the films. for example, as he handed them1 first 
prize awards. Evidently the audience shared Mr. Gardner"s admira-
tion for the student film-makers who had in his words, "the courage 
not just to talk about something but to do it." 
It would seem, then, that the student film-makers, rather than 
shrinking from judgment and criticism. were willing to put their 
creations, their failures, as well as their successes, on display. If those 
student film-makers who traveled great distances did so just for the 
prize money, they deserve our derision for their limited knowledge of 
economics; if they came all the way to Wellesley merely to hear 
praise artd not criticism, they deserve Mr. Capp's disdain for their 
efforts and our mockery of their naivitc; but if they came out of 
sheer fascination for student film-making, out of an interest in learn-
ing of their own short-comings as well as their successes, as it seems 
to us that most of them did, then they deserve our admiration and 
our appbuse. 
Library Breakthrough. 
Art and psychology students can now enjoy library facilities in 
Jewett and Pendleton more easily. Jewett has extended evenin,I.' 
hours so that the art and music libraries are open between 7: 15 and 
l 0, Monday through Friday. Pendleton is open from 7: 30 to 10, 
Monday through Friday and no longer requires a major to sign the 
key out. This is the first time either library has been open Friday 
evening; other weekend hours remain unchanged. 
News thanks the administration for overcoming the complica-
tions in arranging this change to make departmental libraries more 
readily available to the many students who use them. 
Tower Trauma 
Terified by the ogre of room fines, we of the Tower group 
whiled away our many idle moments at the end of Term II by clean-
ing our rooms, justifying our compliance with the demands of pristi-
neness and pocketbook with "It'll be so nice for the alumnae" or 
"Next term I'll return to a clean start and a clean room." Our return 
was just as joyous as we'd anticipated - once we'd rearranged the 
furniture, scrubbed the spots on the rug, emptied the ashtrays, and 
washed out the dirty glasses left by the alumnae occupants. Strug-
gling scholars that we are, we were glad to see the products of a 
Wellesley education - not the least of whose benefits is the habitual 
neatness taught by the inspection system. I 
~iris of their own age and peer group; 
1 valuable access that Guest Gradu-
:tes will not have. Concerning the 
matter of grading, I am sure that 
it would be more psychologically 
damaging to the graduate student 
if she failed to compare favorably 
with the undergraduates, than it 
would be to the guest junior. 
The adva!ltages that I see in the 
program are: 'll it would give sou-
thern young ladies a glimpse of 
northeastern schools snd ! 2> it would 
be an expe!lse-free year; both of 
whidh are not potent enough to lure 
the serious student into a situation 
which will, at best, be only informa-
tive. 
I thin!< that the goals of the pro-
grams are laudable; however, I do 
not belreve that they can be achieved 
by a program that is so uni!ltention• 
ally condescending that it neglects 
the personal feelings of the partici-
pants. 
The Guest Junior Program and the 
Guest Graduate Program both have 
good qualities, but they are out of 
focus with the times. I would sug-
gest that the efforts and expenses 
exhausted by them be condensed into 
an all out effort to recruit regular 
four year Negro students from all 
over the country. The method used 
by Harvard by which promising Ne-
gro~s are t:iken out of infer;or high 
:·chools and sent to prep schools for 
a year or two, seems to be more pro-
fitable. I would also suggest summer 
rrograms whereby Negro high school 
girls could attend collgee prepara-
tory classes before coming to Wel-
lesley, as a., alternative to the one 
year programs. 
Respectfully yours, 
Audrey L. Thomas 
Guest Junior '67 
"Frivolities" 
To the editor: 
Mr. Fraenkel's rhymed squawk 
O'er the ascendancies of the Hawk 
In soaring verses here resou."lded 
Raising a paean in praise of talk 
Sadly, on spac:ous hopes confounded 
B;;.ilt c:i ~r>ec:ou!; ejifice ung:-01.mded 
Pcetry a::d politics, poe!ry and poli-
tics, 
H:iw may we avoid thy ethereal friv-
olities? 
Sincerely, 
Antho:iy D' Amato 
Instructor of Political Scie!lce 
Readers Write 
Senate Review 
To the Editor: 
The Senate meeting a week ngc 
Tues:lay lasted so long that there was 
no time to give a review of •he ac-
complishments of this year's Senate. 
nor was there time to give the proper 
acknowledgme!lt to the Senate mem-
bers, C.G. officers, and students who 
have spe!lt many months as part of 
the most demanding year College 
Governme:rt has been through in 
many years. 
Senate's piece de resistance of 
·ourse was the final outcome of the 
Graybook was the result of research 
original proposal made by the Vil 
Juniors was embodie<l in a Graybook 
·hange. The successful work with the 
GraybOok was the result of research 
egu!l early last fall by Debbie Davis 
::ind the Vil Juniors, of discussions 
· onducted by the Sophomore Senate 
Representatives, of the time and con-
''ern given by interested stude:it~ 
·ho came to the many Senate meet-
;ngs on the Graybook and stated 
heir ideas, and of the painstaking 
cxaminatio!l and careful thought 
~ ven by all Senate members as the 
•)roposals were discussed. 
The effective results of the Gray-
1.Jook discussions could not have come 
without the establishment of a dis-
' 'nctively new technique in Senate 
meetings, that of "committee of the 
vhole" discussi<>ns. This was the first 
\'ear Senate took on the character of 
·1 discussion group. Over the year 
iere were seven such discussions on 
he topics of class presidents on Se!l-
1le, the Judicial System, the position 
.f Freshman Senate Rep., Elections, 
'::alendar Days, C.G. and representa-
tion, iand the Student Education Com-
mittee. each of which more or less 
provided a "training ground" for a 
constructive discussion of the Gray-
book. Another significant result of the 
discussion topics was the establish-
ment of the Student Opinion Sess;on 
now held at the close of every Senate 
meeting which, for the present, satis-
factorily deals with the former prob-
lem of how to ·allow student opinion 
to be heard effectively in the Senate 
meeting itself. The plan is to divide 
up the various problems and ques-
tions that are recorded from each 
Session and give interested stude!lts 
a chance to research answers to 
them and report back to Senate; be-
ciause of busy agendas this spring 
this procedure will begin next fall. 
Other achievements of this year's 
College Government include a total 
clarification of the policies of SOFC, 
the establishment of a Conference 
Fund and .a desig!lated allocation 
committee mostly through the efforts 
of Rosemary Metrailer '66, President 
of Forum, a thorough revie·v of NSA 
with a decision to retain our mem-
bership for the present, a closer inte-
gration of campus social work activ-
:ties to provide better financing in 
S.O.. Chapel, and Forum, a review 
and bringing up to date of ten years 
c;f past organization constitutions, a 
redefi!lition of the judicial system 
and a public explanation in the fall 
of its method of functioning, a rebal-
ance of the House Councils through 
a shift in the librarian position, elirn-
inat:c:i of the Bureaucats and a fa-
cilitation of the secretaries' duties, 
a radically greater use and vastly 
imi;roved effectiveness of the posi-
tion of Sophomore Senate Rep. It 
~hould also be noted that ma'lY of 
, he discussion sessions mentioned be-
fore yielded concrete changes in ex-
;:;ting situations; some of the topics 
no doubt will be and should be dis-
cus£ed again, for in many areas we 
\\'ere able to make only a beginning 
: oward evoking changes. Cale!ldar 
Cays is one such obvious example. 
Another achievement of the SeD:ite 
me::.tings this year was the develop-
ment of a slow, exacting, patient, 
and thorough approach to matters 
' hat in years before were handled so 
f:lst a!ld with ruch unprecise prep.ara-
tion !'hat Senate was pressured into 
un£atisfactory compromises. One 
~uch example is that of the Graybook 
revi~:ons: i!1 years past they were 
rre-ented and voted on in one meet-
ing - this year Senate spent over two 
months, four meetings, considering 
the revision proposals; the good re-
sults show the time spent was worth 
the effort. 
There simply isn't room to give 
credit to the many people who were 
involved with College Government's 
effective work this year. Two special 
:lcknowledgme!lts must be made: the 
Senate members were a remarkably 
atient an:i concerned group - Sen-
ate meetings have been frequent and 
of long duration and have required 
hard and tedious thinking and discus-
!c:i from the Senate members; the 
e::ond ack!1owledgment concerns the 
Sophamore Senate reps - this group 
made itself invaluable to the func-
tioning of College Government and 
became the C.G. President's right 
arm as well as a main supportive and 
eontributive force to the Senate meet-
ng.s - their interest and concern, 
enthusiasm, reliability. and willi!lg-
ne~s to perform a variety of duties 
for C.G. formed a significant part of 
J precedent setting year for College 
Government. ~ 
Respectfully submitted, " 
Louise Knight 
President, College Government 
Mix and Match 
To the Editor; 
With freshman rooming approach-
ing, and the recent admission of 
the dass of 1970, we think that one 
of lhe present unpublicized reside:i-
tial policies needs reevaluation and, 
in our minds, change. For several 
years it has been a quiet admini-
~itrati01J. policy to room t.:>gethe11 
1 for freshman year > students of the 
~ame religion or race: Catholics have 
been roomed with Catholics, Jews, 
with Jews. Negroes with Negroes, 
Chinese with Chinese. The rationale 
for such a policy has been that this 
reduces some of the many problems 
that a freshma"l encounters when 
s1he enters college. However, while 
it reduces the problem of "aloneness" 
in a predominently white Protestant 
college, it instead creates a situation 
in which these two girls are set 
apart and labelled from the begin-
ning of their college career. We 
think that not only is this unneces-
sary, but it is also avoidable. There 
::ire a number of ways in which 
students of similar backgrounds on 
a college campus may get to know 
each other - but these students 
r.eed not be pushed together against 
their will. 
Sincerely, 
Ann Rosewater '67 
Nancy Gist '69 
Alvia Wardlaw '69 
Karen Williamson '69 
Owned. opt>rat .. d. and published '"ttkly on Thursday. St'J)tember tb.rou&h MllY incluaive 
UC'l'pt durint? CbrishnllS and <pring 'acations and during enmination ~ods by the 
Wellesley College Kews, offiC'l's in Gttt'n Hall, Wellesley Collei:e. WeUe1ley, Mass. 02181, 
Telephone 235-0545 and !?35-0320. extension 2i0. Circulation 2500 to students (inchaded 
in tuition) and to faculty. plus 500 sub<criptions .. 500 office copies. Subscription M.75 
per annum. Second class postage paid at Boston, Ma.5.9., under the act of March 8, 1897. 





EJmi Jah '86 
T .:rrr P:Dtin '67 
I>= Dickl!DSOn '67 
Rohm Bled.or '67 
Jane i...,-m '67 
!'.'..n E:fitor Sus.ir Lmder '67 
,_.,, ~~ Juir C.U.ter '68 
S-.Ji'Olter'i8 
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Senate Passes Rules Revision bicycle regulations be simplified and converted to recommendations as soon as suitable wording is <level· Wellesley Night at the Pops ls I Saturday, May 7. See Mrs. Bar-
bara Twombly at the Info Bu-
reau for tickets. by Susan. Sprau '68 identical escort or destination several 
Before relillquishing its gavel to rmes before. Also for only the first 
bhe newly elected officers, the 1965· ··ix weeks will freshmen have to 
66 Senate voted on the Greybook notify their Heads of House whe·· 
changes which bad been discussed tlking an overnight. 
during the previous three meeti!lgs Sophomore Restrictions 
Here are some of the changes to Next year sophomores will be per-
take effect next year. mitted 2 a.m. 's along with ju!tlors 
Freshman Restrictions ..md seniors. Pending suitable ar-
Freshmen are to have unlimited 1 rangements for letting girls in, 2 
a.m. permissions. Their overnight a.m.'s are to be extended to Friday 
permission limitations will be 12 for nights as well as Saturday nights. 
Term I and 16 for Term II, with the Senate also eliminated its quotas on 
additional restriction that during Ore sophomore overnights. 
first six weeks of Term I, they may With respect 1X> Friday night regu-
take no more than two ovemights lations, next year a student may 
per week. This year freshmen were entertain in her dormitory up· to 
limited in the number of 1 a.m.'s as three male or female guests until 
well as overnights which they oould 1 a.m. on Friday as well as Saturday 
take. nights. At present on Saturday nights, 
Senate will specify the overnight a student may have only two male 
quota for Term III next fall, after guests, and on Friday nights all male 
its members have been able to eval- guests must leave the dorm at 11 
uate how this year's Term III works p.m. Senate passed a recommenda· 
out. Senate also clarified that frestt- tion to Academic Council that larg<' 
men may be given additional free scale entertainment such as mixers 
overnight permissions by the Head of be permitted on campus in building' 
House during exam period, which be- other than dormitories until 12:45 
gins the evening after a student's last p.m . on Friday nights. This year Fri· 
class. day night entertainment on campu~ 
Modified Blanket must end at 11 p.m. 
A modified blanket permission for Shorts in Vil 
freshmen will allow their parell'ls to Next year, students having signe:i 
extend to O!le year the validity of out before 11 p.m., will be able to 
overnight permission letters. At pres- enter and leave the dormitory after 
ent, freshmen's parents must write 11 p.m. until they sign in for llhe 
a new permission letter each time night. This year students ca'UlOt 
lheir daughter takes an overnight, al- leave the dorm after 11 p.m. Stu-
though they may have approved the 
Helen Lin to Teach Chinese, 
Act as New Department Head 
An authentic Oriental toudh will be 
added to Wellesley's curriculum next 
year, when Mrs. Helen Lin- joins the 
college's staff as the Chinese lan-
guage instruct.or. Favorable student 
response to the propased courses in 
the language led to a search for a 
professor which ended at Yale. Mrs 
Lin prese!ltly teaches at the Insti-
tute of Far Eastern Languages there 
and 'has been at Yale for the past 
three years. 
Born on the Clhinese Mainlan:I, Mrs. 
Lin was educated at the Taiwan Noat-
ional University. Before coming to 
the United States, Mrs. Lin taught at 
-lh~ United States Foreign Service 
Language Institute i!l 'flaiwan. By 
teaching Chinese Mrs. Lin continues 
a family tradition. Her father holds 
a chair in Chinese i.Llr.erature at Tai-
wan University. 
"D_ynamlc and Energetic" 
students in the course best suited for 
their level of proficiency. 
The immediate problem which fac-
es Mrs. Lin is the establishment of 
the first year sequence. The first 
year course will be an intensive one 
in the twentieth century vernacular 
Chinese and will be designed for the 
stude!lt who bas had oo previous ex-







Head of Young Democrats 
Nancy Kleeman '67 
~apel Board 
Pat Young '67 - Chairman 
Interfaith Forum ' 
Sarah Smith '67 - Chairman, 
Religious Forum 
Jane Oliver ·68 - Co-Chairman 
RC'ligious Forum ' 
Described as a "-dynamic and ener-
getic woman" by Paul Cohen asso-
ciate professor of history, she shall be 
free to establis'h the proficiency Jev- ~-~~~~==~~==~~~· 
els encompassed by t!he new language S k C S- - -
program. Mrs. Lin's most difficult mo ey ops pot 
task wm concern the placement of In Glamour's Ten 
Dean Plans For 
Study at Radcliffe 
Miss Teresa G. Frisch, retiring 
Dean of Students <and Professor of 
Art History, has been appainted to 
lhe Radcliffe Institufle; Co!lstance E. 
Smith, Dean -0f the Institute, an-
nounced the appaintment of 24 new 
members for 1!16{H)7 on April 21. 
The Institute grants fellowships for 
talented women who wish to spend 
a year in independent study and re-
search. Seventee!l members have had 
their grants renewed for the year 
of 1!16{H)7, making a total of 41 mem-
bers of the Institute. 
Study of Medieval An 
At the Institute Miss Frisch Will 
complete a book on late medieval art 
fur a series entitled "Sources and 
Documents in the History ol Art " COmmissiooed~Preotice-H~.~ 
Frisdh will also do further study oo 
13th century sculpture. 
Miss Frisch has been on the Well-
esley faculty since 1947. A native of 
ViEma, she studied at the University 
of Vienna; she received her M. A. 
from Wellesley. College and her Ph.D. 
mm Yale. She is a specialist in the 
field ol Medieval Art. 
Smokey Boice '67, has bee!l se-
lected ICIS one of the "Ten Bea 
Dressed College Girls" in the annual 
contest conducted by Glamour Maga-
zine. Winners were selected from 
entries submitted by 348 colleges and 
universities across the CQuntry. 
Smokey will be featured in the 
August College Issue of Glamour in 
the fashi<>n editx>rial page. She will 
also be presented with the other 
winners at a champag.'1e supper 
dance given by Glamour in New York 
City on Monday evening, April 25. 
In June the ten wimers will spend 
a week in New York as guests of 
Glamour in -a round of elltertain-
me.'lt, parties, and sightseeing. 
This year is the tEIXh anniversary 
of the "Ten Best Dressed College 
Girls" contest, conducted by Glam-
our. 
Dr. Margaret Mead, professor 
of anthropology at CGlumbla Un-
iversity and Curator of Ethnology 
at the American Museaum of Na-
tural History in New York, '1rill 
spea,k on ''Density and Humanity" 
at Jordan Ball, Gainsboro street, 
Bo.iton, Sunday, May 1, at 8:00 
p.m. 
oped. 
dents will be able to sign out for 
other dormitories on campus until 1 
a.m. any night of the week. 
Senate also revoked all restrictions 
oo clothing. No knger will students 
be required to wear a full length 
eoat over shorts or slacks when walk-
ing in the Vil. Senate suggested the 
Senate's plans for the CQming year 
include a radical simplification of 
sign-out instructions, which are to be 
removed from the Greybook and 
p~aced by the sig111-0ut book. The 
abolition of Boston Area restrictiO'lls 
and the is..'llle of driving oars are also 
on Senate's fall slate. 
Interested in joining News busl-1 
ness, advertising, or Pboto«rapby 
staffs? Call Terry Pristln, !~ 
6793. 
Want to go 
50/SOona 
TWA jet? 
If you're under 22, 
join the 
TWAS0/50 Club 
and fly for 
half fare. 
You can get 50 1 , off the regular Jet Coach fare when you fly TWA 
in the U.S. If you 're between 12 and 22, fill out the form below and 
take it with proof of age to any TWA office. Buy your membership 
card for $3- and the sky's the limit. You fly on a stand-by basis-
except for the few days fo:ted below. Note: if you have an ID card 
from another airline, we'll honor that, too. 
And remember, even though you're going for half fare, you 
always get full service- meals and all. Questions? Call your nearest 
TWA office. We're y_o_ur kind of airline. 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
TWA ~ ~1118 Pr•sent lh•s apphcat•On to an) T\\A office Or ma11 to \.:JJ/JI ~·V ~ P O Bo• 700. Times Square St.1l•on Ne.-. York. N Y 10036 
Mr 
Mrs 
I Miss----------------- 2 Date of Bortn ______ _ 
3 Ho111~ Address ___________ c.ty _ ___ State ___ z10 Code __ 
-I School or O<:cupJt1on ___________ ____ c1ass of ______ _ 
5 PROOF OF AGE Check t) pe of proof submitted with this application. Send photoslal not O'lg•na' .\Ith ma.led 
orphco11on 0 Birth Certificate C Dfl\er"s License 0 Draft Card 0 School Record Cl Passport 
Other (specify) ________ ________________ __ _ 
6. Color of hair ________ 7. Color of eyes-------
B. Enclose $3.00 : 0 Check 0 Money Order (Not refundable DO NOT MAIL CASH ) 
. . N......... L:::...T"'4---\ + Make check or Money Order payable to Trans World Airlines. Inc. w.,,,,,. .• , r A ' 
,,,,,,,,,, ~,,. \ -~/· 
>l Signature- --->- --- - ----------- ~:,_/ 
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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~wait a Minim'; Biting Satire 
by Donna Dickenson '61 
"Oh, look, Ashton, there's ~orge 
and Sheila! And there, see, Harry 
and Mimi! Everyone's here to· 
night!" The cognescenta behind me 
paused suddenly, stricken with 
guilt. "But you know, we really 
shouldn't be here at all. This Is 
South Alrlcan, and I disapprove of 
apartheid." 
Ah, but to no avail the noble re-
solves of the sensitive soul. Within 
five minutes the ame aenaible be-
hind me had joined less principled 
spectators in gales of laughter, 
evoked by the subtle sorcery of the 
eight young prlnclpals In Wait a 
Minim! 
Sophisticated Beatlery 
love song ls delivered by an Eng-
lishman as smutty as a bolled tooth· 
pick. As a slight blonde minstrel 
quivers his Adam's apple to pro-
duce a tremulo, botll fellow singers 
and moving screens slide rapidly In 
the other direction, leaving the 
stage free for a pas de deux be· 
tween a rose-carrying prima b&l-
lerlna and a much beribbed Tour de 
France contestant. 
Following the passing of a cool 
jazz group snapping their fingers to 
a metronome, a mass frenzy known 
as the "lzlcatulo Gumboot Dance," 
and a knight with an atomic mush· 
room painted onto his tunic, the 
company returns to Africa. There 
the formerly ostracized troubadour 
(Nigel Pegram) dons a bowler and 
a South African accent and nar-
rates a mock-travelogue, ending In 
another mass gyration to the tune 
of penny whistles. Lozi drums. and 
a Baca Clghtlng song. 
Lyric and Comic 
Tracey brings new beauty to the 
overexposed "Red, Red Rose"; even 
"If I Had a Hammer," novelly In-
strumented and powerfully sung, 
takes on a meaning untouched by 
Peter, Paul and Mary. 
Especially notable are three 
song!! written by Jeremy Taylor 
and sung with guitar accompanl· 
ment by Nigel Pegram. "Black· 
White Calypso" satirizes blacks' 
skin-whitening creams and whites' 
elaborate tanning rituals; "London 
Talking Blues" confides "We have 
two things in America that every· 
one hates - segregation and Ne-
groes." Most powerful Is "Own 
Piece of Ground," which transcends 
we·shall·overc·ome and workers of 
the world associations to become a 
s"ath!ng prediction of unrest In 
Africa. 
Now playing at the Golden The· 
atre in New York, Walt a Minim! 
boasts no complex plot, no elabor-
ate sets, not even a small accom· 
panying orchestra. As In A Hard 
Day's Night, all attention ls focused 
on the players - who play Instru-
ments ranging from the Rhodesian 
mblra to the Chop! tlmblla, sing 
Afr!C'an folk songs and mock-me-
dieval ballads with equal aplomb, 
and Impersonate a roster of char-
a<·ters by changlrtg hats and man-
Caldwell to ·Direct Opera Here 
euvering expressions. • 
Occasionally soaring nom:onform-
lty falls flat - as In Dana Valery's 
Streisand-like rendition of "Johnny 
Has Gone for a Solrller," whkh de· 
serves the lyric touch of a Baez. 
But for the most part the show pro· 
vldes much-needed relief from the 
usual Broadway extravaganza -
and plenty of laughs to boot. 
Minima 4 Mimics 
Putting a garble round the earth 
In sixty minims, the players honor 
Germanic culture with .. Die Mels-
tertrinker" (The Master Drinkers). 
As the scene opens, several Ger· 
mans swing beer mugs In a militant 
rhythm, while others point guitars 
at the audien<'e, fire in rapid ma· 
('hine-gun style, and exit laughing 
in jovial German fashion. Mean· 
while, a mlspla1·ed Rlap tnrn!:l a 
Bavarian thiglH<lapplnl!: dant·e Into 
a battlE' of the sexe11, while In the 
ba1·kgro11ncl an undaunted tuba 
:o<norts on. 
Bamboo S<'reens slide down the 
1·ostume crew works a qult•k' mlr· 
a<' le. and two Japanese glide a<'ross 
the stage, taking pictures of the 
a11dlen<'e. Enter a bewigged emcee, 
the referee of a karate duel be· 
tween Suma Too-High and Suma 
Too-Low. A tltank battle ensues, 
brought to a .dramatic t·oncl11slon 
when the em<•ee sneams "Bonzal ! " 
and plops atop the fallen Suma Too-
1..ow. 
la Nothing Sacred? 
After the passing of the entr'acte 
a Salvation Army band droning 
"Let's T":lst Again." we find our-
l'elve;; In France. where a Galli<' 
Shoenberg's Moses and Aaron is not 
a conventional opera. Its production 
in America for the lirst time will be 
an extraordinary eve!lt. Next week 
Wellesley students, along with stu-
dents from Brandeis and the New 
England Conservatory of Music. will 
have the rare opportu!lity to experi-
ence a performance of this and to m-
vestigate with Sarah Caldwell, the 
magnetic director of the Boston 
Opera Company. its production tech-
niques and historical origins. 
At 8:00 p.m., Tuesday, May 3 in 
Alumnae Hall, Miss Caldwell will 
give a lecture-demonstration on 
Moses and Aaron. Accompanying her 
will be 50 or 60 members or rile cho-
rus '<'Ind a few pri!lcipals. The produc-
tion or this opera in Boston will im· 
volve literally hundreds of people, 
but it is Miss Caldwell herself who is 
responsible for bringing Mose.> an<t 
Aaron to America. She is said to have 
secured the rights to produce the 
opera from Mrs. Arthur Shoenberg, 
the widow or the composer, by pursu-
ing her throughout Europe. The only 
previous production of the opera has 
taken place in Berlin and Londo!!. 
The purpose of this Wilson Lecture 
Fund demonstration is to explain the 
story and magnificence or this repu-
tedly unique opera. Miss Caldwell is 
expected to give her audience an un-
derstanding of the opera as an excit-
ing synthesis of two worlds: music 
and art. Basically, the opera involves 
two antithetical characters: Aaron, a 
flamboyant. silvery-tongued tenor 
and Moses, his stolid, qui'et counter: 
part. In this opera, convention has 
been replaced by magnitude. 
"YOU MEAN JUST 
BECAUSE I'ME A 
STfJDENT OR TEACHER 
I GET SPECIAL RATES 
AT ALL HILTON HOTELS 
IN THE U.S." 
grandeur and originality. Wellesley 
students may obtai!l free tickets for 
this le<:ture-demonst.ration in their 
dorms today. 
Follow-up 
In addition to the exposure to t!he 
talent and kmwledge of Miss Cald-
well, other experts from the Opera 
Company of Bost.on will visit the 
campus in the following week, to dis-
cuss, with smaller groups, other as-
pects of the opera. The Rockefeller 
Foundation and the Boston Opera 
Company have made arrangements 
so that stude:its from the three parti· 
cipating institutions may view a pre-
view performance of this opera on 
Friday afternoon, May 20, at the Bay 
Theatre for !!he highly-subsidized 
price or $1.50. 
California Western University in 
San Diego is sponsoring an eleven-
week program i!l Asian Studies 
from August 31 through Novem-
ber 19. The workstiop involves 
six weeks of residence study in 
Japan and a five week travel 
seminar visiting Taiwan. Hong 
Kong, Bangkok. Kuala Lumpur, 
Singapore, Borneo. the Philippill'es, 
and Hawaii, with seminars and 
ccnferences being held at each 
ce!lter. Course offerings include 
"International Politics oC the Far 
East." "~vernment, Politics and 
Economics of Emerging Nations." 
"Contemporary Issues in South-
East Aslia," and "Fine Arts in 
Asia.'' 
Inquiries should be addressed 
to: Dr. Woodrow C. Whitten>. 
Director, Education Abroad Pro-
grams. Califomia Western Univer-
sity, 3902 Lomala'ld Drive, San 
Diego, California, 92106. 
12 Week Summer Session 
June 20 • Sept. 9 
4 three-week, 
3 six-week sessions 
COMBINE STUDY 
AND RECREATION 
Earn degree credits in the 
stimulating climate of Maine. 
Graduate and Undergraduate 
courses at Orono and Portland. 
MODERN DORMITORY 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
Simple Plot Masks Insights 
Of Hersey's Latest Novel 
by Terry Pristin '61 
Too Far to Walk by John Hersey. 
Knopf, Inc. 1966. 246 pages. 
College sophomore John Fist awak-
ens one morning to the realization 
that he is going to cut his class -
for no particular reason. Only that 
it is too far IX> walk. 
The over-achiever's existence. a 
path to respectable middle-class ma-
l urity, has not provided }).im the 
"breakthroughs" he is seeking. Col-
lege is routine, humdrum, and im-
personal; John is rebelling against 
the "system." 
Initiate 
Novelist John Hersey completed 
Too Far to Walk just prior IX> assum-
ing the post as Master or Pierson 
Oollege at Yale. nus, his latest work, 
demonstrates tihat Hersey was "in" 
before he arrived at Yale. He un-
derstands the problems and speaks 
the language of today's college stu· 
dents. 
Unfortunately, he has detracted 
from the value of his insights by 
tryi:tg to mold them inio a neat and 
compact pk>t based on the Faustian 
motif. By the end of the novel this 
rather obvious vehicle has oversha-
dowed and oversimplified what had 
promised to be a more profotmd 
study or the problems faced by the 
Ivy-League undergraduate. 
Up lo LSD 
John's restlessness and boredom 
:nake him easy prey for Hersey's 
Mephistopheles, a slick and sinister 
fellow student, Chum Breed. who 
calls himself the Spirit of Riaying it 
Cool, the descendant of the archetyp-
al devil. He serves the roles of insti-
gator, abettor, and procurer, but 
remains throughout unconvincing and 
shallow. John. by agreeing to be ruth-
less. i.e. to "play it cool," is to ex-
perience a series of "breakthroughs," 
to give his life the dimension it bcks, 
lo malt;? him a complete being. 
These breakthroughs take the form 
of ignoring acader.iic obligations, ex-
ocrimenting in sex, ostracism from 
his parents, meaningless burglary, 
and, fin31Jy, an LSD "trip." Natural-
ly, !lune of these escapes satisfy 
Jl'hn. and at tihe end he tells Breed 
that he is not going to renew the 
coatract. that he "can't go on living 
in a world that"s on a knife-edge 
between hallucination and objective 
truth." Ile gives up the game, say-
ing. "l prder the real world, crummy 
as it is." 
All too Easy 
Her<ey is suggesting that <\1ch ex-
New.; is pleased to announce the 
appointment of three new mem-
bers of the Junior Editorial Board : 
Estelle Stevens, Pat Worsley, and 
Wendy Wyse, all '68. 
Outstanding faculty with 
nationally known visiting 
lecturers. Conferences, 
institutes, workshops, tours. 
Summer Playhouse on campus, 
Summer Arts Festival. 
Centrally located to lakes, 
mountains and seashore. 
DIRECTOR OF 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
~ ...... , 
periences are part of growing up. 
that in the course of one semester a 
dissatisfied student can emerge the 
better for disillusionment and be able 
to grapple with a normal routine, 
free from llhrills that are artificially 
induced. But it is all much too easy 
for John. At the close of the six· 
month "trial period.' he has the girl 
the Gretchen of the Faust·themel, 
reconciliation with his parents, the 
promise of ia successful college ca-
reer, and peaee of mind. 
Within the novel are contained some 
very fine, a!ld some truly humorous, 
passages and episodes. Deliberate 
non-conformity is exemplified by 
John's attibude toward the mailbox: 
His eye fell on some unopened let· 
ters. The big thing was not lo open 
mail. Let it ripen. John never knew 
whether to laugh or throw up at tbe 
sight of the guys in the college post 
office, bent over, twirliDg the com· 
binations on their boxe:;, pulllng out 
letters, and still stooped down, 
~natching at the flaps like famished 
cows pe~klng at carrion. 
A march staged in opposition to the 
necessity of choosing a major be-
comes a travesty of campus protest 
movements. as the students, steered 
by a rabble-rousing young cultist 
professor, carry placards stating, 
"Abolish the Major. Intellectual Iran 
Maiden." 
The dean who suggests to Joh..'! 
that he drop out of school is a walk-
ing academic cliche. And Jdh!l's par-
ents are made both fatuous and pa-
thetic when John brings a local pros-
titute home for the weekend. 
Had Hersey indicated that LSD is 
not a panacea for the confusion of 
the college student. and had be con-
centrated on a critique of the insti-
tution rather than a contrived plot, 
his gook might have been more than 
an obviously commercial endeavor, 
taking full adV'antage of l'he up-to-the-
minute topics on the campus scene. 
Barn Names Cast 
Of Spring Play 
Tht> Wellesley College Theatre 
has annonn<·ed the cast of Shake· 
speare's The Merry Wives of Wind-
sor. The spring production will be 
performed Friday and Saturday 
evenings, May 13th and 14th at 
8: 00 p.m. fn Alumnae Hall. • 
Sir John Falstaff, the rogue "not 
only witty in himself, but the cause 
that wit is in other men," will be 
played by George Kirwin, who is 
drama director of Mount Ida Junior 
College. 
Amorous Escapades 
In thE' .-0111·se of thE' 11Iay'!I roru11. 
F'alstaff makes lo,·e to Mistress 
Pai:E' (Linda Hiebei '67). and Mis· 
tret<s l''onl (Judy Symon '67), at 
their mot·king invitation. By their 
s1·hemini: he narrowly eseapes Mas-
tt>r Ford's jealous sear<'h, once in a 
b111·k·basket full or dirty laundry 
'' hkh is thrown with him into the 
Thames ancl a i<el·ond time in the 
clisj!:nise or an old woman soundly 
n1clgelled as a "witch." Meanwhile, 
Falstaff keeps assuring the dis· 
gulsecl l''ord that he will cuckold 
"the jealous ras<'aily knave." In the 
wild l'haos of the l'Olorful ending, 
Falstarr is persuaded to clress up 
as Herne the Hunter and is baited 
In Windsor Forrest at night by 
Pistol, Mistress Quickly, Sir Hugh 
and the rest disguised as fairies. 
This final Wellesley College The· 
atre production of the year will be 
directed by Paul R. Barstow and 
designed by Henry E. Scott III. 
Sally Waid '66 is stage-manager. 
and the lighting will be exeC'uted by 
Judy Zalman '67. 
Tickets will be available at the In-
formation Bureau or may be purchas-
ed st the Office. Regular admission 
is $1.50; Wellesley stude!lts are ad-
mitted for ~1.00; and there will be a 
special rate fur high school students 
at soc. 
MAKE VACATIONLAND YOUR VOCATIONLAND 
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Delegtes Debate at M. I. T.; 
Choice, Idendity Vital to City 
From All Corners 
Prizewinners Attend Filin Fete 
by Jane Canter '68 
In his opening remarks ro the in-
tercollegiate conference on ''The 
Urba'l Challenge," Dr. Robert Wood 
asserted that "the city is more than 
anything else a place of choice." 
Wood, U.n<ler Secretary of the U.S. 
Dept. of Housing and Development, 
set the tone for the entire tour-day 
conference with this statement, for 
in each of ilhe conference's major 
areas - urban renewal, transporta-
ti-0n, and the future metropolis, choice 
proved to be a vital factor. 
Held at M.I.T., from April 13-16, 
"The Urban Challe!lge" was attended 
by approximately 180 delegates, rep-
resenting more tlh.an 60 colleges and 
universities from all over the coun-
try. 
Urban Renewal: A Tool 
As moderator of the first plenary 
session on urban renewal, John T. 
Howard, head of the M.I.T. Depart-
ment of City and Regiorn:il Planning, 
cited urba!l renewal as a tool, "a 
means. not an end." Professor James 
Q. Wilson of the Joint Cel1ter for 
Urban Studies, M.l.T. and Harvard 
U., stressed that social and human 
problems should be foremost in urban 
planning considerations. He referred 
to physical re-planning a!ld economic 
development as subordinate objec-
tives to the providing of low co~i 
housing. community services. ond 
means for popular participation in 
pl3nning. 
Both Ed\\ drd Logu(.' and LouL 
Sat er emphasize:! lli" pr1ori1y of 
what Wilson t<.>rmed "the pcopl<' 
problem." Logue, Adrnmistrato. of 
lhe Boston Redevelopment Authority. 
d1::;cussed lhe necessary part!1crsl11p 
bet ween platmt'rs incl the peoplP m 
the ':leighhorhood. The architccl. 
Sauer. called attention to the in.:ihil-
ily of communities to he articulat<'; 
he cited Watts as a revealing t•x-
ample of a community "tot<illy cut 
off frvm lihe outside world," and 
totally without means of arlicu lauon 
or opportunity for choice. 
ity in his enviro!lment, and urged the 
retention of the human scale and the 
familiar in our cities. He cited Bna-
zilia as a city which has "destroyed 
the human quality." The "Kafka-i:isk 
ancmymity of Watts," the fact that 
"there's no there there," no sense 
Jf p.)ace and no w.ay of escape, Voo 
Eckhart !eels, contributed fundamen-
tally to its tensions. 
Leo!lard J. Fein, specialist in pol-
:tical theory, sees "the city as signifi-
cant because of diversity," and di-
versity ca'.l!llot be planned totally. 
''A private vision," said Fein 
"should not be a public plan." H~ 
emphasized that the plural city can 
be maintained only by viewing "plan-
ning as a political question." 
by Anne Murray '67 
Attendance at last weekend's film 
festival was moderate but signifi-
cant: film makers came to Wellesley 
from as far as Mmnesota a!ld Penn-
sylvania to see their own and others' 
work, and to discuss tille art and stu-
dent's role in the medium. 
quickly paced the film was enjoyed 
by the audience perhaps less than 
was the comparable "She's My 
Baby". which was not awarded a 
prize. The latter included images 
from fashion advertisements set to 
the familiar rock song, and gaHy. 
with refreshing lack of condemna-
, io:i, put across its idea. 
In general the audiences were Origin of Species 
pleased with what they saw. Fou• Perhaps the favorites of all audi-
teen of the 75 entries were selectec' •nce6 was Eliot Noyes' Academy 
for l'he festival, and five were aware! ward ·:.ominee, "Clay," Sub-
cd first prizes. The winners-a dOCl' •tied The "origin of species" it 
mentary, a narrative :ncident. a Jy · featured clay figures eating, feed-
rical abstract and two animated fe:i 1g, and caressing one another. It 
Lures _ displayed a remarkable var· erfectly illustrated Mr. Noyes' 
:ety in technique, form, idea, execl oint that .a knowledge of the limi-
tion and emotional content. 1tions as well as the pC\Ssibilities 
What Do the People Think? f b' t d · t JI t J Following Saturday's program. the :i ~u 1ec , an an •n e ec ua con-
The fi!lnl conference session proved · I th f fil k. pa:iel discussion prompted a dialogt;< ro over e process o m-ma mg 
to be a concrete case study of many between orofessional and amatew make up successful, entertaining 
earlier generalities. It co~siste<l of a od t• po:nts of view. Defenders of the stu T uc IO!'IS. 
panel of residents, and administrators denl efforts argued with lhe ofter The delighUul animation, "Flat-
from Neighborhood IV, "a sm.all 1 d .. · d b disparaging comments of the panel an • was appreciate y the piece of Cambridge behind the M.I.T. d' f ·t ·ai d · members. Although the success of the •u 1ence or 1 s soc1 an rntel-
campus." Problems in the 0rea i11- t l · 1· t' II 1 stud<.>nt i>roduc:tions was various!\· ec ua imp tea ions as we as t 1e 
clucie speculative housing for slu- ·nterprcled, all respected those wh~ tantasy. Made at the Design School 
with the audience perhaps less well 
than it deserved. A folk song and 
heart-beat sound track accompanied 
carefully edited shots of various 
activities in a ruined setting. The 
faces of a great variety of people, 
walking, dancing, eating, pounding, 
Lrading sugar packets - were inter-
spers<.>d with still shots of art works 
c.nd Far Eastern gods. 
The audience response before the 
presentation of awards, confirmed, 
as one girl put it, the "ignorant 
viewer's" confidence in lihe profes-
sio:ial judges. But the ignorance of 
the audience is questio!lable in my 
mind. Not only were many them-
clves skilled in the visual arts. but 
most familiar with ooe or another 
form of expression and conversant 
with the themes of young America. 
The audience could be as compet-
antly critical, as the judges, though 
in a different way, could appreciate 
fuc priviliged glimpse at a difficult 
cre:itive process. The imperfect at-
tempts were inspirational and in-
structive. <!ents, the changin"' character of em f H d th f.lm 
" had actually taken the camera and o arvar . e 1 was not offici-ployment and population, the i:Jck of II t d · h Keep Cool 
. . . . made the attempt a Y en ere m l e contest but in-
o: gamzalton, and the proposed inner ~ · clud<.'Cl in the festival as a excellent felt the films "kept their 
helt which could cut the neighbor- The balance was an increase of example of this variety of film cool," and it is impossible to say, 
hood in half and displace up to 1500 interest in film-making and a re- m;:iking. · as the panel suggested, that they 
f.1111ilies. •. . I t'~~mination of the arti~t's responsi- .Bathroom Scrawlings •·take themselves too seriously." 
Both Miss Elsa Ilaldwm, SO<'lOI- bihly to communicate his subjt'ct "Vt\'a, Banana," One of the most That a studenrs product is more 
og1st. and Mrs. Huth Fahy residc:it I mattt•r coherently to an audience " pular films with the aud!enc(', likely to be a pretentiously over-
-itst·ussed the. area's apa hy and de- v.hosc responsibility it is lo be re- \las a brightly colored, pamtcd-<m \1orked p1cc.: rather an a m!lturc 
foatisrn as 1t prevents all) socw ~p<•ctfully en ical i'l return film a'ld comprised of lines. lattices, ar. I open-<.>nded conunent was obv.ous 
cohesiveiwss. Mrs Fahy mcltc i'ed th<• Enjo, able Demolitioh phallic objects and ieminine torsos from the l.>el'mning. Al though the 
foar in residents' minds by mL'lltlon- l nClel'iahly among tre •no~t e'l- 1 :.>nd set to Charli Mingus . Bettei: filrns i-dudcd ihc expected quota 
ng the recurring rumo~ that hau!lts 1 y<1J>lc scquimccs \H:re hE 'T!omc"its Get it In Your Soul. .. His , bath- of sull<'.l faces they w<>re '10t en-
lhl' ;m:a - that Ml T h;is bought 1,f dcmolttion Jf 'fhe ~telropolitan room ii all scrawling· as Mi Capp t1rely .without humor. and I.hey made 
the 11·holc ncighhorhoo<l ~·ncl thc•rdore ·~uildin~. set to music and ~dited to called them. amu"£ed moi'C than a def11ute 3ttempt to comment 0!1 
1
·vcryont• will be thrown out near iierfectmn. Although 1 would they offended. 
1 
t~~l'.~ own .~dole~cnce. Both "~he 
{'ommunity Action 'lgrec wilh Eliot Noyes, the .;tuclent Several members of the audience Gilt. and Solus made t:lus pomt. 
Motivation is hampered not on'v member of Lhc nanel, that the film <'Ommcnted on the seeming lack of Variety here was mdeed the keynote. 
liy fear, but also, us l\lr .• John G.'lir- ~s a whole does not "come off". eencorship i!1 the festival. I assume 
·:ehty. another resident. pointed out. I found .he best ~ections redeemed !hey were rcfering to the rother Moore to Lecture 
il is forteably limitc:l by hc:using it from the rather poor beginni!lg more dignified than pornographic 
project rules whic:h establish rent by ·•ncl muffled soundtrack. appearances of nude figures. parli- On "Ne\V Morality" 
income. Mrs. Helen Meehan. mother The Sniper. :icred in a professional cu!araly to the "negative" sequence 
of seven children. colorfully de- manner. was a well-pl:iced and lrom "Stil'born". I found this one of In light 01 tlw hiJ?;hly 1·ontrover-
scribcd her attempts to arou~ com· gripping •iarrali\'e in civil war lhe most fanciful and genuinely sial 11at11re of th•• :-."ew ~oralily, the 
munity action by wrilif!g "lo anyone dress. It was interesting in its de- b<.>autiful portions of the program. Ht>\·erend Peter c !\foore will con-
Delegates D•scuss Choice that could read." Her efforls h:ive tail and authenticity as \\ell as its an i if the filmmaker ilid it as Mr lront us \\ ith ><ome of the wider 
Following each plenary session, been successful on the small sca:e. bro:ider 1mplications. Capp suggested "Just to get one of philosophil'al and prar·tical lmpli-
delegates met in small discussio:i but Jcac!ers are sorely lacking ir. Germs? tho~e two undressed." I'm glad that "at10ns or this ethw of lov1-. 
groups under the direction of a mod- Neighborhood JV. "Herbie." .i cleverly conceived and h(• did. Had it been :i little shorter !\11-. .Moon• will spen.k on "The 
erator. to pool their knowledge nnd Thoughts of having the opening • killfully ~o!lstructed abslr.ict film. the film woultl have conveyed the 1 .'\Pl\ !\I oral t): Promi><e or Peril?" 
raise questi~ns'. n~source prople panel on urban renewal fac<.> the poo- ~et to a Jazz score reflectH ns of a 'moment', the ·significant look., in on .May 2. at 7: 30 in the Pope 
from acad.em1c, bu~mcss, and pro-' pie from Neighborhood IV mtrigued \\'ell-polished car in a busy night 1 lhe isolated encounter, more effoc- Hoom On the following ~ay, at 
fessional c1rcl~~ &at 1_n o~ the. groups imaginative deleg:ites, mnny of Whom lime avenue . .l\Ir. Capps c·omment. dvely. lime:-; co bl' annourwed, he \\ill be 
to supply additional mfo1 ~atlon. found the last scssio!l, in its con- ··,.em:1rkablc. lhc number of germs... Ignorant Viewers? available for discussions in Room (. 
Delegates concurred with Wood cretcness, to be the most fuscinatin, did nol c!iminish my {?'njoyment in Ii'inally, "Post Partum" succeeded Mr. Milon.> .l!'rnduated from Yale 
when they suggested that "the choice g. lhc film .. although 1 liked him the l'11il'ersity, r"l'el\ed his Master of 
element is vital to the urban situ•a- Effective Organization better for ;t. Filmed '>Ul 1)f focus W d Till'ology at Je:;ns College a.t Ox· 
lion." They asked, however. who The M.I.T. undergraduate organ- 1hc film captured (i great variet; i oivs and Tupes ford, and hi!'\ B.D. at Epis('opal The-
makes the tlecisions of choice in the izaticn behind the confernnce. headed of glic!ing, plunging an<l bursting T S. B f ologi<·al Seminm·y in Cambridge, 
cities? Do those with power make ~y David S. l\tundel .611, will be pub- lights. making ~amiliar •Jbjects "X- 0 lllf.{ at ene it Massadiu~etts. He is presently the 
decisio!'ls motivated by enlightened hshmg the proceedings of the con- :raordinary It succeeded in bri~g- ?ll'P<"tor or the Coundl for Relig_ion 
self-interest or by survival self-in- ference. Wellesley had nine delegates 111g, as Kari!l Rosenthal .67 _ In· A 11111' Carta '69 lll lnrlepen<lent SC'hools, which, 
terest, as in the case of Watts? ut lhe conference. morn lha!'l .;iny gestcd. a little beauty into Aiun~~:e The Wellesley Widows, led by Sue amon~ other things, involves him in 
Man Wants His Car 
On the questfon of urban tt1anspor-
tation, both panelists and delegates 
agreed that man is not about to give 
up his personal power device - the 
automobile. However. the panelists. 
moderated by Gen. Rush B. Lincoln. 
Jr., General Manager of the M.B.-
T.A., made numerous suggestions re-
garding transportation alternatives, 
as elements of choice. Some dele-
gates criticized the proposals of pan-
elists; for el<lample, they took issue 
with Robert A. Nelson of the Office 
of High-Speed Ground Transporta-
tion, Department of Commerce, who 
viewed transportation as a problem 
to be solved within the existing trans-
portation strucbure of our cities. 
One delegate from Los Angeles, 
who considers an hour a!ld a half too 
much time to drive 18 miles Olli the 
freeway, cited improved two dimen-
sional busing and railroads as in-
adequate solutions; he proposed the 
extension of transportation totally 
into the third dimension, with perhaps 
buses caiiried over traffic congestioo 
by helicopters. 
City Identity 
Individual identity <a.'ld the need fo.r 
cooice provided 1Jhe core of the major 
~ession <m the futuiie metropolis. 
Wolf Von Eckhart, architecture col 
umnist for. 1Jhe Washington· Po~t. 
stated, "We strive for a community 
to which we can give identity anrl 
which can .return it to us." He 
pointed out man's need for COllltinu-
school except M.l.T. They includ<.><l: Hall. Harmon '67, and the Wellesley Tu- ~pt>akmg tours throughout tbe 
Jane Canter 'G8, Lynn Distlehorst Another clever short subject, pelos. led by Elaine Woo '67, are c·o1mt ry. He is particularly well 
·67, .Jenni~ Gerard '66, Susan Gooc!- "Homage to Mybridge", paid color- both taking part in a "Night of Song" qualifiecl 10 ><peak on the New Mor-
win '66. Marcia Johnson '67. Megan ful tribute to the still sequence at Wdlesley High School, tomorrow ality siiwe he has lectured and de-
Lawrence '67. Judith Peterson '66. I hotographer, Edward l\tybridge. night. at 8: 15 p.m. The concert. bated on the subje<·t on numerous 
Gail Somerby '67. and Collette Wood precur~er of moving pictures. Al- which includes several local groups, oc·c·a~ions. This fall. he debated the 
'66. though sel to lively music and is ~ponsored by the Wellesley Boos- Smith and Gourher Chaplains at 
New Phones Allow Three-Way 
Tall~s and One-Digit N111nhers 
by Jane Canta ·6R 
New things are happening tQ Welles- portant to the Bell System," John G. 
ley telephones. The New E!lgland I Martin, local manager, stated, ·'be-
Telephone Company now offers a cause if it proves acceptable to cus-
broad range of Custom Calling Serv· tomers, it may be extended nation-
ices in what is termed "a significant wide." 
first for the nation-wide Bell System." Phone Needs No Buttons 
Customers will be able to abbrevi- One of the most convenient aspects 
ate up to eight frequently-ealled num- of the program is that everything can 
bers by dialing only one digit. An· occur L"l the phone with no special 
o~er innovation is a tone that will buttons or extensions. All changes 
s1g!lal a customer w'ho is using his take place in the telephone company's 
phone when another caller is trying new "memory unit". There is an ad-
to reach him; he can then hold his ditional monthly charge for any or all 
first call and answer the second. of the services. 
Have Three-Way Talks Already there has been an enthus-
By dialing a certain code, custom- iastic response to the system. How· 
ers can route their calls to another ever, customers find that they must 
number. A fourth plan allows callers pay careful attention to their newly 
to dial any other local customer into educated telephe>!les. A typical 
a conversation already in progress, trauma is that of the girl who forgets 
even on a long-<listance call. that she has transferred her calls to 
Sioux City, Iowa is the only other another number for the afternoon, and 
major community experimenting with then wontlets why no one calls all 
the system. "The trial offering is im- evening. 
tcr~. Inc .. to help raise funds for Smith College. 
··rurthering the education of 34 Wei- --------
les:lcy High School graduates in 22 '66 d h A 
differ<.>nt colleges and universities... an t e rts . . 
The Tupelos, after spending a 
we~k-e!ld at Princeton early in 
March, now intend to sound their 
music nearer home, "crashing Har-
varc Yard" in a spontaneous "ser-
enade ·Jn the steps of Widener Li-
brary" and at Quincy House. 
Merry Widows on Tour 
The Widows spent their spring va-
cation in PuertQ Rico on a "fan-
l :istic" te!1-day government-spon-
ored trip. They stayed six days in 
Mayaguez. singing in hotels. and on 
television. They managed, said SUe 
Harmon, to find a "different Puerto 
Rico" from the tourist's. spending 
much of 'Lheir time among Puerto 
Rican :;tudents. 
Tomorrow. after singing in Chap-
el' s diversity day, they will join the 
Da11.mouth Inju!1aires, the Yale 
Duka's Men. an:i four other groups. 
:n an In'ercollegiate Sing at 8 p.m 
.It Tufts University. 
Widows fans will be delighted to 
I mw that they have just made a 
ecord, featuring ·a Spanish song 
l~r :ed in Puerto Rico. It sounds 
exciting, and costs only three dollars. 
Continut!d from page one 
one of "itentle whimsy and light ro· 
mant·e" about a girl who wants to 
run off with a "imeakered adventur-
er·· an<I lea,·e her fiance behind. 
Reading the play will be Sue 
Hallock as Phillip Nayr; Janet Bo-
gardus as Eleanor Ryan; Allie Bru· 
nell as Robert Reed; Edna Hubbard 
a!< Mrs. Ryan; and Melissa Fox as 
Mr. Ryan. 
Dual Showing 
This year both the Friday and 
Saturday night performa"lce of '66 
and the Arts" will have I.he same 
progr.am. 
Exhibits will be displayed from 
April 25 to May 8. The art exhibit 
of paintings, photos and grapbics, 
planned by chairman Judy Kinnard, 
will be in Room f a::id the second 
floor corridor of Jewett. The display 
of 350 and 370 papers, organized by 
chairman C.andy Somerall, will be 
in the library. An e>Ch.ibit of science 
papers and projects, planned by 
Lynn Harrison, will be in tbe first 
floor corridor of Sage. 
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~Group' Muddles Lives and Film Booklet Advises Weekenders 
by Barbara Schlain '69 
l\fy gil''.l from Vassar 
I There are the usual threadbare jabs a t psy<'hoanalysls, Commun-
ism. upper-<'lass Republiranism, and 
Elizabeth Hartman, Mary-Robin 
Redd, and Kathleen Widdoes only 
rel:eive F's this time. The men are 
.?:;ually undistinguished. 
About ~~where The Boys Are" 
None can outclass her, l'Onspkuous c·onsumptlon. There's 
the pe<lantir do<'tor an<I his timid 
runs the familiar (to Poughkeepsie) wife And just about every other 
ditty. To judge. howeYer, from The familiar fa<'e Imaginable. 
Group, our fair sister!\ remain un- The adin~ ls unfortunately like 
the little girl with the c·url: when 
outl'lassed only in melodrama and I it's good ... Joan Hac·kett is exrel-
maucllin ac·tin11:. lent as Dottie ("Heroine of one of 
In filming ~1ary ~frCarthy's "sen- An:ier~l'a·s ~est-read 1·~1apters"). Her 
satlonar· and 1·ontr0Yersial best- skill Ill 11s111g the tin1e1n movement 
seller_ Riclney Lumet will no doubt to 1·01wey her state or mind earns 
her high honors . 
profit from the reputation of the Canclke Bergen as Lakey is so 
book. Out not only is the movie beautiful ont> almost forgives her 
banal a111I erratil'. it is also ron-
sitlerably less last'!\ ious than a 
Doris Day·Hoc·k Huclson <'omedy. 
atrol'ious at•ting. Almost. 
Weak Central Character 
Perhaps the greatest fault lies 
with Joanna Pt>ttet as Kay. She Is 
Message In the Mess simply 11n1·01windng in the diffinrlt 
So the film will probably be a dis- role as the girl who;.e !\lory The 
ap11ointment. It's not all that bad, Group comes l'lose!\t to relating. 
Did She Or ... ? 
In adapting the book, Sidney 
B11d1man somehow saw flt to re-
move the ambiguity surrounding 
Kay's death. the only outstanding 
differen1•e (besides the expuq;a-
tion). The absem·e of doubt, espe-
l'ially in the final c·onfrontatlon be-
tween Lakey and Harald, enfeebles 
an already alppled movie. 
For those of us who are Heaven-
ly Se,·ent>rs. it's an interesting film 
1 o.1e forgives a great deal when 
she's in thE' rhtb). J.'or rabid out-
siders. it's no doubt even more 
plt>asln11:. For those of us at Wel-
1€-sley, aren't we glad Mary Mc·Car-
1 hy \\'E'nt to Vassar? 
by Margie Fox '68 
Among college students, dreaming 
up mide ways to cha.racterize dates 
1iates second only to dating them. At 
least that's the impression given by 
Where the Boys Are, a booklet pub-
!ishe:I recntly by Smith a!'ld Mt. 
Holyoke students. but actually written 
uy ,wo Amherst men. 
The girls' schools' answer to 
\Vhere the Girls Are, Princeton's dat-
ing guide published earlier this year. 
the booklet gives tongue-in-cheek 
::ketches of me!l's schools from Har-
vard lo Rutgers. 
Princeton Gentlemen 
though. It does say what it intends From we1hling at the start to fu- I 
to. and quite c-learly (giving any nHal <11 the E'IHI. Kay is tht> 1·on- --------------The Mayling Soong Foundation Seven Sister !IOmethlng to think neding thrt>ail through the lh e~ ol 1~ offering prizes totalling $100 in about) that here are el11:ht girls her pet>r:<. Wht>tht>r angry, IOI ing, 
Of Dartmouth the booklet relates. 
"i\larooned in the womanless wild:, 
of New Hampshire, lhe Dartmouth 
man soon comes to appreciate the 
µoigoancy of his college m<>tto: · .\ 
'"<lice crying in the wilderness.' So 
when another voice 1yoursl finally 
arrives, lhe limber wolf is bound to 
pounce." 
who ha\E' had a fine ed111·ation, and or paranoid. Mi:<>< l't>llt>t's antk~ the anual rompc-tition for the besl 
yf>t nothing ha!I evf'r taught thE'm to ai·t> l'qt1ally ridli·ulous. papers submitted by students on 
"know themseh·es" ancl as a result, Jessi(a Walter ;8 •triking :is Libby. 111y aspect of East or South Asia 
they all (\\Ith two exC'eptions) thf' 1·arPt>r l{irl "\\Ith a rt>d ~ash for This regio!'l is broadly interpreted \I Princeton, O!'le might think thrngs are more secure. for. accord 
ing to the booklet. "Your Princeto. I 
<inle will spend the whole weekend I 
1 arryin~ whether you might pos~ibly 
loo'- heller than he does." Bul no. 
fhC' hnok warns " ... no gentleman. 
not even a Princeton gentleman. is 
th:11 much of a ge!'ltleman." 
make utter mes!'le~ of their unt'ul- 1 a mouth," who gets trt>att>il morl' to include Burma, Cambodia. 
fillt>d li\'eR. l'nfortunately Mr. Lu- sympathetiC"ally hert> than in the Ceylon. China. India, Indonesia . 
met 11st>s E'\'ery die-he in tilt> book book. Shirlt>y Knight 1.011 111 h:n" Japan. Kore3, l:ios. Malaysia. 
ns "!'Ji as a fe\\ from dnemati(' dorw bellt>r as Polly, but slw is Rt ill :\1ongolia. Nepal. Pakistan. Philin-






And, for good reasons ... like 
smart styling to enhance the 
center diamond . .. guaranteed 
perfect (or replacement as-
sured) .. . a brilliant gem of 
fine color and precise modern 
cut. The name, Ke~psake, in 
your ring assures lifetime satis-
faction. Select your very per-
son a I Keepsake at your 
Keepsake Jeweler's store. Find 
him in the yellow pages under 
.. Jewelers." 
r----------------------------, I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 1 
I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Enaaaement I 
1
1 
and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for 'Only 25c. I 
Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Brides Boole. I 
I I I I 
IAdch- I 
I~ I 
I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, NEW YORK I 
L----------------------------~ 
All students arc eligible to com-
pete in the contest Es~:iys wriltcn 
as part of lhe honors program arC' 
not eligible Papers must be rc-
ric,·cd in Room• 2.14 Grce!'l by 
5 p.m .. May 10. Additional rnfonn· 
~lion may be obtained from Mr 
Edward Gulick or Miss Alona 
T•:vans. 
Harvard Types 
C'olumbia manages to survive the 
'i>rbal slaughter wrth only minor 
wounds, 1argely because of the al-
11 :ict ions of New York and because 
'he competition from Barnard wo-
11en .. . is much less than what the 
NEW MEDIUM-WEIGHT BLAZER 
and our new cotton oxford shirt 
in bold British stripings 
The clas-..ic n:n y blazer for women is now 
featured in Dacron~ polyester-and-
wur~ted for year around wear. \\'ith it try 
our own make button-down collar cotton 
oxford shirt in attractive blue, pink or 
yellow bold Briti..,h stnpings on white for 
casual wear ... same striping on English 
cotton voile for a dressier touch. 
Navy blazer u;ith brass buttons, $36 
Cr.·tt<m oxford shirt, $10.50; 
English '1.:oile, $12.50 
HT AILISHID 1111 
~cf/fl~ 
C®W~~~ 
llm-s ~r Boys· furnishing!l. Hnts ~ •hou 
H6 MADISON AVE., COR. HTH ST., NEW YORK, :-1.Y. 10017 
46 NEWBURY, COR. BERKELEY ST., BOSTO!'J, MASS. 02116 
PITISRt:RCH •CHICAGO •SA:-/ FRA!';CISCO •LOS A:"CELES 
Cliffie throws at the bedazzled Har-
ard boy. So if you want your Colum-
bia man, you can get him." 
The booklet reduces the \\-ilole of 
Harvard's enrollment to fQur types: 
"the rich <partyl boy who's sliding 
through with gentleman's C's." the 
"bright boy Crom the big city who's 
ready to button down the collar of 
hi~ yellow Oxford and be. some day. 
the Organization Man.'• "the natur-
:illy bright boy from the Midwest 
who's still snowed out of his mind:" 
and "the real intellectual, but your 
chances of d:iting him are slim unless 
you're a Cliffie." 
'The Place to Be' 
Only Yale, Smith's favorite, 
<!merges unscathed. Complete with 
Yalie "a man of action," cocktail 
;1arties, and a beautiful campus. 
Y:.:le is, says the booklet, "The place 
to be. If you don't believe it, just 
ask your dale. He'll tell you. Suave-
ly." 
Though the booklet may not fulfill 
its promise to "make every weekend 
me true." it al least makes good 
rea·iing on the wckend~ that don't: 
it it-; caricatures arc accurate, you 
1 o:l't l'hink you're missing a thing. 
Chapel Board Car 
Wash Racks Play 
This afternoon from noon until five 
!he Chapel Board sponsored a ear 
wash in the service area behind the 
Buildings and Grounds complex. 
Whal'! You, a Wellesley student 
don't have a car'! Weil, there arc 
n<.'lter than a thousand others 111 the 
amc boat, or rather, bicydl'. 
More £eet than Wheels? 
It was rot quite as ridiculous as it 
sounds. After all, Wellesley faculty 
:ir<' allowed lo have c:irs. and the 
(')ass of 'tifi rs presently enjoying its 
six-week prrv1legc. With all those 
pulcslrians kicking up dust in the 
parkin~ lot. what cars there are do 
~<'I rlirly. 
The proceeds, one dollar for earh 
lar \\'ashed by the rain-<.'Oated bucket 
hrn.wdc. will go toward the financing 
of l ht• Chapel Association play, The 
Lady's Not for Burning to be pre-
H'lll(•d Wc.•dnesday, May 4. 
College Club Opens 
To Student Diners 
Wellesley students may now dine 
in the Wellesley College Club as 
guests of Club members or overnight 
visitors. Facully, alumnae, and par-
ents staying at the Club may invite 
students to dinner in the main dbing 
room any night of the week. This 
change in regulations will also in-
rlude children younger than junior 
high school age who were previously 
excluded from the Club. 
At luncheon students still will not 
be allowed in the main dining room 
because of the limited space. They 
may, however be invited to eat in 
enc of the private dining rooms. 
Eleanor Miriam Davis, voice 
Instructor at Wellesley College 
and the New England Conserva-
tory of Music, will give a recital 
in Jewett Auditorium Sunday, 
May 1, at 3:30 p.m. 
Included ill her recital will be 
music from Handel, Bach, Mozart, 
Brahm,, Duparc, Ives, and Bar-
bour. John Moriarity will accom-
pany. 
Performing with opera associa-
tion such as the New England 
Opera Theater Co., the Boston 
Opera Group, Inc., the Boston 
Opera Players, and the Boston 
Arts Festival, Miss Davis has 
also sung with the Boston Sym-
phollY Orchestra, the Vermont 
Symphony Orchestra, and the 
Boston Pops. 
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Exhibit Reveals Man in World Rosenblum Calls Cubist Typography Dialogue Between Fact and Reality 
h\' Barhara Fume '69 
The No~ton Simon Foundation ex-
hibit now being shown at the Jewett 
Art Center museum ranges from 14th 
century Gothic sculpture of the Ma-
donna and Ohild, through 15th cen-
tury Italian paintings of devotional 
groups hinting at da Vinci's influ-
ence. to 16th century portraits re-
cording art's growing concern for the 
"man in the world." 
According to Curtis Shell, chair-
man of the Art Department, a feel-
ing of ··man's new aware!less of 
himself, of his individuality, power. 
position in the world" prevails 
throughout this diverse collection of 
art work 
Madonna and Child Series 
Starting along one side of the ex-
hibit, ~he visitor faces a beautiful 
gilt wood-carved frame enclosing 
Francia's 11450-15171 Marriage of St. 
Catherine. This oil panel shows a 
delicacy in both the Madon!la and 
the child's expression that could o!lly 
have been drawn from Raphaelesque 
sources of inspiration and technique. 
The exquisiteness of the features. the 
delineated strands of hair, the 
blurred. "sfumatesque•· landscape. 
and the grouping of the figures in a 
tight pyramid echo the painting of 
15th century Italy. 
Co!ltinuing along the wall. the 
viewer encounters a classical Italian 
Renaissance painting of the Mystic 
)farrla~e of St. Catherine, by Luini 
• 1465-15321. Again. the frame. done 
in gold and deep blue ornate!~· 
carved wood. is in itself a work of 
nrt. The tiominant visual impressio:: 
of the painting is one of ohve-to!led 
and golds and blues. 
The Madonna forms the center of 
a triangle shape that surges upward. 
while the apex of the geometric fig-
ure is accented by three mountain 
peaks in the backgrou!ld - perhaps 
religious symbolism for the Holy 
Trinity. The colors are bright reds 
highlights and Shadows. 
Landscape, Anyone? 
Moving lo another part of the ex-
hibit. the viewer is overwhelmed by 
an immense, framed View of Suffolk 
with Cattle and Figures by 'Thomas 
Gai!lsborough '1727-1788!. In keeping 
with the idyllic and romantic trends 
of the eighteenth century, there is a 
thick forest, visualized in olive 
greens, browns. and dark muted 
eolors. In the foreground there is a 
clearing, noted by light beige hues, 
Rerg1nan Film ... 
Co11ti11ued from flllJ:t' rme 
Antonious Block, and his squire. 
.Jons. retur'l from a long and dis-
heartening crusade to find Sweden 
!\waged by the Black Death. The 
knight encounters black-robed death 
himseU. and engages him in a chess 
itame. playing for his own life. As 
the game progresses, tlle knight and 
squire continue traveling. They en-
counter a young juggler a'ld his 
family. an unjustly condemned witch. 
and a pathetic band of flagellates. 
In a world where the deadly aIXI 
unpredictable plague complicates the 
chaos of ordinary existence, the 
knight and squire experience a mod-
ern-day problem: the predicament 
of meaninglessness. 'They have, "the 
feeli!lg that they bave lost their direc-
tion-giving moral and spiritual cen-
ter." The knight's response is the 
philosophic one of the skeptic, while 
his squire responds with practical 
action. Neither of these solutions 
saves their lives. Only the jugglers, 
Jof and Mia, in their family intimacy 
and mutual belief in God, remain 
alive at the end of the film. They 
live very simply, and her.ce the ques-
tions which "plague" the others do 
!lot touch the jugglers. 
Univf'rsal Acclaim 
or the screenplay and movie Berg-
man· s producer says, "I could hardly 
refuse a screenplay of such quality 
even if I had wanted to . . . I was 
quite aware of the financial risk in a 
motion picture with so serious a 
theme. But . . . it had to be done." 
The finished product is an extra-
ordinarily beautiful realization of the 
artist's deeply moving vision of the 
human condition, a visio!l of such 
intensity, precision and universality 
that the film has been appreciated by 
skeptics, believers and "rational 
thinkers" alike. 
and the artist has placed cattle and 
;:>easant folk in the lower corner. 
Portrait ot .•. 
Another well-known artist is rep-
resented by his portrait of a man 
of the sixteenth century, prosperous. 
and individually aware of the world. 
Titian 11477-1576> captures a face 
and a robe. The face stares out with 
sort and sensual skin tones and eyes 
that seek out the viewer, a'ld some-
thing beyond even the viewer. The 
robe. which covers the main portion 
of the picture, is done in deep claret, 
purples. reds. It seems velvet. 
Visit to Olympus 
Nathaniel Hone 11717-1784> painted 
what may be the most charming a:ld 
e1gaging picture in the exhibit. It is 
a Portrait of Young Girl as Hebe. A 
young goddess, astride a sharply 
beaked brown eagle, holds a gold-
glinted goblet out to the viewer. The 
roughness of the eagle, who is taking 
her to be cup-bearer for Hera on 
Olympus. provides immediate con-
trast to her pubertal body and her 
c!elieate milk-white skin. Her face is 
a jewel, with rose lips, blue eyes. 
enfolds the man forming a mound 
of cascading ripples. Calling out of 
the canvas toward. the onlooker. 
Wealth and a new sense of percep-
t ivity are here, in this man a'ld his 
robe. 
The collection contains an early 
Gothic sculpture, a polychromed 
~tucco relief, a Flemish tapestry. anrt 
a North Italian miniature, as well 
as the pictures described. 
This exhibit does not pretend to 
present a comprehensive review of 
art hist cry. yet i!l its limited scope, 
the exhibit has b~1t together 
many beautiful objects which illus-
trate well the best features of Gothic, 
Renaissance, and romantic art. One 
leaves the gallery with a feeling of 
individual favorites and general high-
lights :n art history. 
"American Politics in a Re-
volutionary World" will be the 
theme of the Encampment for Cit-
izenship's first Washington, D. C. 
projects this summer. The six 
week seminar-camp will be located 
on the campus of the University of 
Maryland ,and will be directed by 
Dr. Albert McQueen, Brooklyn 
College sociologist and former 
Ford Foundation Fellow in Ni-
geria and Kenya. 
A second inter-American en-
campment will be held at Cayey. 
Puerto Rico. and will focus on 
"Democracy and Social-Economic 
Development in the Western Hem-
isi:;here". John Dombrowski, 
American U!!iversity Latin Ameri-
can politics specialist, will head 
the Puerto Rico Encampment. 
Students aged 19 through 23 are 
eligible for both of these pro-
~rams. 'The Washington Encamp-
ment will run June 19-July 30: the 
Puerto Rico Encampment, June 26 
August 6. The cost is $450: schol-
a rships are available. For further 
details, conta~t Encampment for 
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h\• Jean Arrington '68 I abstract bottle simply to ·•eau." 
The:.u~h '() e rarely thi ;.. of puns in ~fames of. popular songs of the period 
connection with painting, Professor mtruded into elevated, abstract com-
Robert Ro~e:iblum of 'Princeton Uni· positions. Enthusiasms and Cads, es-
versity demo!lstrated their prevel- pecially the wild interest in aviation, 
ance in Cubism and again in the re- permeated the works. 
cent Pop movements. Engraved Signature 
In his lecture. "The TYpography of There was a constant dialogue be-
Cubism." Professor Rosenblum drew tween fact and reality, trying to make 
ro broad ge:leralizalions about the the unreal look more real than the 
oeriod in general, but dealt with the real. In a painting of a telegram ly-
glueing of ordinary newspaper clip- i!lg on a table, the name in the ad-
pings on two-dimensio!lal collages, dress on the telegram is hand-writ-
and with the words and fragments of ten while the artist's signature is en-
words which appear in early cubist graved in formal letters on the table. 
works. Emphasizing the works of In response lo public uproar Lhat 
Picasso. Braque, and Gris. he ap- all this experimentation did not ful-
proache:J the question of why, beyood fill the elevated role of art, Gris 
compositional reasons. certa'n words painted a picture of a man sitting at 
and clippings appear very literally. a sidewalk cafe reading a newspaper. 
Wine into Water The headlines were, "One Will No 
By splicing, shuffling, a!ld splinter- Longer Fake Works of Art," followed 
ing letters in prisms, artists were by a!l article about a new system 
abel to shift meanings until one word developed to detect art forgeries. This 
·had two or three possible readings work embodies the constant question-
with respect to the image with which ing of qualifications for authenticity 
it appeared, said Professor Rosen- and worth. 
blum. One of the most frequent,_~---- . ___ ..;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;; .. 
themes referred to the daily Paris Although Term III has scarcely 
newspaper, Le Journal, with varia- begun, Academic Council is al-
dons of "jouer," "jouir." "le jour," ready approving plans for Term 
5uggestive ··umal," and "jou" as a Ill 1967. News encourages students 
pun on ··jeu" in Picasso's "Card and faculty to write to the editor 
Players." Ofte!l letters were incor- their evaluatio!ls of Term III. By 
µorated into the image, the "o" and providing a forum for detailed ex-
"u" being eyes in a skull or the top amin:llion of the new curriculum, 
of a goblet. :>.:ews hopes to provide the various 
Many other themes appear. One departments and Academic Coun-
favorile deal with wine bottles anJ cil with specific and viable im-
their labels. In one painting Ju:m i:rovements for Term III next 
Gris turned wine into water by break- year. 
ing down the label Beaujelais on an 
C'>John Mr1~r of Norv. ch, lii.c. 
·~~ :"' 1}~\J ~ / 4f' Ir 
• ;; 
Seen at the village ice cream parlor-
the unselfconscious charm of the little tucked-
top dress. A John Meyer nicety cut with his 
infinite precision in a linen-look blend of Kode,. 
polyester, rayon and flax. P S. The tucked top is cotton. 
In the colors of field flowers blooming on a summer's 
day. Sizes 6 to 76. About $20.00. 
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Econolllist Views (tClever' Act 
Albert Hansen, Harvard's Emeritus an alternative to income taxes for in· think somet'hing was going to burst, 
S. 0. Allocations Total $7800--
Aid to Schools, Homes, Clinics 
Llttauer Professor of Political Eco- creasing revenue or dampening ex- but that is not .the case · · · If whole- by Thea Devine '69 how pressing a problem it seeks to 
nomy, explained the historical influ- cessive demand. He cautio::e<I against sale prices are to remain stable, re- In October a letter came to Welles- alleviate. Mso considered are its fi· 
ence of U.S. governmental economic a negative income tax which would tail prices and the GNP deflator will ley from Hamyang-Kun, Kyungnam, nances: where the organization's 
policy on unemployment, welfare pro- disassociate income and incentive have to rise, but it is the wholesale Korea. It described a period of ex- greatest support originates and how 
grams and L'lflation, last Monday eve- from work and suggested, as an al- index which is the better indicator of traordinary hardship for the area's significant an S.0. contribution would 
ning in McAfee. ternative, Sweden's solution to in- the state of our economy." Welfare Boys' Town and appealed be. Oaire is taken< that funds will be 
As one of the major organizers of come redistribution. He proposed that for aid. Famine and drought followed given to organizations in which they 
the Employment Act of 1946, he de- the government should insure opti- SDS by flood had wiped out meagre re- will be used mostly in direct aid 
scribed it as "a clever act because mum growth with reasonable price Meeting Mon. May 2 at ·1:30 i!l 300 _erves and the government complete- 11ather than in administration. At-
it's vague and everyone can make it s~ability w:thout cutting back much Billings. Discussion: University Jy ceased support as a result of its tempts are made to co!ltribute to 
be what he likes. This Act. he ex- needed gcvernment spending or per- Refdrm. own mck of funds. 160 children at the organizations whose purposes would 
plained, aut'horizes the formation of milting rising krt.erest rates by chang- Read-ln for Peace Tues. May 3 at orphanage, many former beggars, be agreeable to the majority of the 
the Council of Economic Advisors. or ing the tax structure to balance in 8:00 in Sanders theater. Harvard. were in a situation of intense uncer- student body which contributed the 
the CEA, the President's obligatory flationary or deflaticnary trends. Among those reading are Susan tainty. The missive was forwarded funds. 
Annual Economic Report, and a re- . 1 So!ltag, Galway Kinnell. Robert to Service Organi2iation which made Allocations This Year 
view of Presidential actio!l by the .. lnrlatio~ Pr~b em . Bly, I. A. Richards, David Ferry, a special emergency allocation to Using the above criteria, Nancy 
Joint Committee on Economic Activi- We are a nation with too httle re- x .. J. Ken-:edy, and Barry Spacks. help to alleviate some of the imme- Beyer. American allocations chair-
ties. Mr. Hansen staled that the for-1 sources a;lowed ~o the federal gov- Concert for Peace May 4, call diate dangers. 
1 
man, listed the recipients of funds 
mation of these groups were "impor· ernment or pubhc works · · · It is Mandy Wright at 235-7447. Three Areas for this year. In the Boston area: 
tant steps in presenting an objective not .ti:ie t~at the Kenned~·.Johnson S~rvice Organization. which col- The Boston Evening Clinic, The 
and professional viewpoint on econo- ~dmmistr~tion has been raising _pub- lected or received in pledges $7,800 I Massachusetts Heart Association, 
mic matters:· he spendm~ _more_ than the Eisen- this year, makes equal allocations of 'VTorgan Memorial, and the United 
Government Role 
hower admm1strat1011 tf taken as a f d · th · 
If you have written or drawn un s m ree categories - Amer- fi'11~d. all of which received funds 
percent of the gross national pro- ·t f h · th 1 t ican, world, and educational. Alloca- J.ast year, an" one new organization, duct,'" he commented. any I ems o umor in e as 1· h . N B ' p "' 
He characterized the various his- three years, you now have a tons c :urmen, ancy eyer 68 at the Charles River Academy, a school 
tm ical economic: roles of the govern· • .. The crucial problem facing the chance to have it published. The Stillwell "G7 and Toni Gause 'G7, for delinquent and underprivileged 
ment as: first merely a laissez-faire United States today is whether infla- New American J...ibrary is gather· evaluate the various philanthropic boys which has achieved unusual 
investor. then a Roosevelt-styled wel- tion should be curbed by decreased ing material for an anthology of 1,rganizaticms that either have been -uccess in its program., 
fare slate. a stabilizer in cases of public spending or by increased tax- the most outstanding recent col- helped in the past or have made Nationally: the American Associa-
Pxtreme inflatiori or deflation, and at ion." tege humor to be published this appe.'.l!s for funds, in order to decirle I ion of lndi·an Affairs, the American 
1fte1 World \\'ar 11 a constant y act- He calmed those who are apprehen-1 rail. The only criterion is that is where S.O. funds can most effectively t'ancer Association, the East Harlem 
ive overseer of econonuc affair.s. sive about the currc:it increased rate be funny All materi:1J should be he used Protestant Center, the Floyd Starr 
After this historical revie\\, Mr. uf price rise. "We C"lllnot compare su rm e Y ay ' b ·tt d b M 7 to B1'll Adle1· There are several basic criteria in I lll1n1e for Boys, the Mi.grant M1·n· 
Hansen gave hts v1ewpomt on a num- our creeping inflation with that of 111· • " •• " · · · I R 511 10 East 3n1h St N \\' the evaluation. The chairmen co • 1'stry, the Planned Parenthood Foun-
\ 'ork. :-;:dC'r the organization's purrose. ask- •I.1th n. R!.'cordings for the Blind. and ber of C'conomic contro\ ersies. He post-war Germany . Tiie term 
ng whnt particular group it aids and lhr Student- Christian Movement favored a progressive ~ales tax as 'intl<1tion' is misleadinr - you \1(11111! '~_!:.~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~-=::--:-:--.--~:;;:~~-:-::;.,;-, -- \:p1• ret·1rients are. the American 
.t::fM '?''%,i,'.i;~ ,,. fi'rccdum from Hunger Foundation. 
With this one exception, 
GT&E holds the lead in remote control 
We leave it up to the dexterity of 
youth to manipulate slot cars. But 
concede nothing to anyone in the 
matter of making machines act as 
they should without human inter-
vention ... even if they're sepa-
rated by hundreds of miles. 
The lead is supplied by two of 
GT&E's family of companies. 
Automatic Electric manufactures 
the control systems, and Lenkurt 
Electric the equipment to trans-
mit the control signals over wire 
Jines or microwave radio. In com-
bination, the systems are used to 
automate gas and oil pipelines, 
electric utility complexes, and the 
operations of railroads. 
The CoNITEL-n1 2000 supervis-
ory and control system-new from 
Automatic Electric-can report 
the status of 180 devices in as lit-
tle as .290 seconds. 
Lenkurt's new Journal Data 
Transmission transmits "hotbox" 
information instantly so railroad 
controllers may stop trains before 
costly accidents occur. 
Automatic remote control is just 
one of many ways GT&E is serv-
ing the national interest. Our total 
activities are covered in a booklet 
you can obtain from your place-
ment office, or by writing General 
Telephone& Electronics, 730Third 
Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017. 
G~E 
GENERALTELEPHONE&ELECTRONICS 
730 THIRD AVf .• N.Y.10017 • GT&E SUBSIDIARIES, General Telephone Dperaung Cos. 111 33 smes • GT&E laboraiooes • GT&E ln1ema1ronal • Genaral Telephone D11ec1ory Co.· Au1omllK Elecmc • Lenkun Elecmc • Sylvan~ Elecmc 
Children's Village Penn Community 
Development Services, and th<' Men 
nin1wr Foundation. 
World AllocaUons 
In addition to the special emerg-
ency alloC'ation to the Hamyag Wel-
fare Boy's 1'own, Pat Stillwell, chair-
man of world .allocations, announced 
the following recipients for next 
year: The American Foundation for 
Overseas Blind, the American Field 
..Service, the American Friends Serv-
ice Committee, the American Korean 
Foundatitm, American Leprosy Mis-
1 sions the American Women's Hos-
pital Committee, C.A.RE., Fell ow-
l ship ln Israel, Conute de' Servico de 
L-Os Amigos. the Heifer Project, The 
International Society for the Rehabil-
itation of the Disabled, Save the 
Children Federation, Spanish Refugee 
Aid. A ne\\ recipient is ACCION, an 
orizanizalmn assisting in the estab-
lishment of privately supported Lalin 
American organ:i2lations dedicated to 
:;ocial and econorllic improvement. 
Educational Allocations 
Toni Gause, educational allocations 
chairman, .announced the following 
recipients: Aleppo College, Syria; the 
American Farm School, Greece: the 
American Girls' School, Turkey; 
Bethany Community of the Resurrec-
tion of Christ, Jordan; Jothy Nilay-
am Rural Center, India: Pine Moun-
tain Settlement School, Kentucky; 
World University Service; Laubauch 
Literacy Fund, with a special dona-
tion given for South America; Tio-
cesan Girls' School, Hong Kong; 
Hindman Settlement School, Appa-
lachia; Kobe College, Japan; the 
National Scholarship Service and 
Fund for Negro Students; Youth Ali· 
yah, Israel; Lady Doak College in 
India where Miss Clapp will be 11ext 
year; WGBH; the United Christian 
Board for Higher Education which 
usually assists a Wellesley student; 
the Northern Student Moveme!lt 
which is receiving funds for the first 
time but for which organization many 
Wellesley students devote consider-
able time in the Roxbury tutoring 
program; and Operation Exodus, to 
which the student body as a whole 
also gave funds as a result of the 
fast last term. 
Changes Next Year 
Cary Playter '66, President of Ser-
vice Organization, stated that next 
year there will be a 'complete reno-
vation' of the allooation program. The 
list of allocations Shall be draWl!l up 
in the fall, before the Fund Drive, in 
hope that students will contribute 
more if they know how the funds are 
to be used. There will also be more 
coordination witih Chapel Organiza-
tion, with a Chapel representative on 
the S.O. Board, and Chapel Soplu 
helping with the fund driye in the 
dorms. She stressed that the alloca-
Continufd on pa1e "''"' 
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DuBois Clubs Counter Changes Censors, Loyalty Oath Raise Issues; Berlin To Discuss Campus Freedom 
by W~ndy Moonan '68 
"It would put the government of 
the United States in the thought-
control bu~." Preside:tt Truman 
said of the Internal Security Act in 
his veto message in 1950. The act, 
better known & the McCarran Act, 
was the product of 12 years of in-
vestigations by HUAC, the House 
UnAmerican Activities Committee, 
and was passed. over Truman's veto, 
in the hysteria of the McCarthy era. 
11he McCart'larv Act forces leit-wing 
organizations, identified by the J~ 
tice Department as Communist "ac-
-tion", "front". or "affiliated" to 
register w;th the government so that 
unwary members may be alerted to 
an organi2ations Political orientaticn. 
Truman found the act objectio!lable 
because vf its threat to civil liberties. 
Problem with Tag 
The board set up by the Act re-
quires no proof of Communist Party 
control and financing to register a 
group, simply judging a group oo the 
basis of its policy PoSitions, i.e .. how 
closely they conform with those of 
the Communist Party. However, the 
real problem with the actual provi-
~ions of registration come once a 
group is dubbed "Communic;t." 
Registering under the act requires 
publishing lists of members, officers. 
all equipme!lt, as well as the ~ourc~ 
and distribution of the organization's 
funds. All mailings must be tagged 
with .a clear label indicatifl'g the 
Communist affiliatiol'l. Truman called 
the act 'vicious" because of these 
and other provisions, and the history 
of the act has shown that the Justice 
Department's decisioo alone to start 
proceedings against a group is often 
e!lough to cause group membership 
to decline and the organization to 
fold. 
DuBois, Commies? 
The late&t attempt to cite a group 
under the Act came this March when 
Attorney-General Katzenbach called 
for the registratioo of the W.E.B. 
DuBois Clubs. Formed in 1964, the 
Clubs have about 2,500 members and 
36 chapters, located primarily in ca1-
ifornia, Illinois, New York and Wis-
consin. The Clubs are named after a 
Expert to Discuss 
Art of Bookbinding 
''Fine Binding Today" will be dis-
cussed by Mrs. Betsy Palmer Eld-
dirge '59 tooight at 7:30 in the Rare 
Book Room. 
After graduation Mrs. Palmer stu-
dies bookbinding in Germany and 
France. Now teaching binding pri-
vately, she worked for Carolyn Hor-
ton , Book Binder. in New York for 
two years. There she did most of 
the finishing and new binding fur 
the workshop as well as some restor-
ation work. 
Bookblndlng Exhibit 
Four of her bindings for the Hor-
tO!l Bindery are shown in the 
library's current exhibition, "Book-
binding: Its Background and Tech-
nique,' ' which will be on view through 
Saturday. 
"It combines raw materials and 
finimed books in a display of choice 
morocco skins, hand-made marbled 
papers, binder's tools, and even a 
hundred notJable bindings in calf-
ski'l, pigskin, vellum, and morocco, 
executed from the 15th to the 20th 
centuries," according to Miss Han-
nah French, Researdi Libraria!l, 
Special Collections. 
Illustrated Books 
She adds, "A special feature of 
the exhibition is the product of one 
<>f the leading bookbinding finns of 
London, Sangorski and Sutcliffe. It 
shows a hand bi:ndialg in six suc-
cessive stages from U!!SeWII sign-
nature to the finished morocco covers 
exquisitely tooled in gold." 
Next week tlhe library will dis-
play a number of books with illustra. 
tioos by artists who have influenced 
the well-known children's i.llustrator, 
Maurice Senaak. He will autograph 
his books on Monday. May 9 at 
Hathaway House. 
founder of the N.A.A.C.P. who when 
93 years old, turned Communist an:i 
moved to Ghana. 
It is genel'ally acknowledged that 
there are several Oommunists in the 
Clubs, although the Club's Counsel at 
the headquarters in San Francisco 
claims that the Clubs are neither 
Communist nm or organized. Pre-
•mmably he will be able to prove this. 
Issue of Rights 
The significance of this latest reg-
istration attempt, however, is cen-
tered more on the question of civil 
liberties !ban on the recog!liticn of 
Communist membership. In his 1950 
veto message, President Truman 
feared the Act "would give govern-
ment officials vast Powers to harass 
all of our citizem in the exerci~ of 
their right of free speech." 
Truman's fear seems borne out in 
the latest attempt. The DuBois Clubs 
'have been outspoken critics of the 
war in Vietnam and the Clubs regard 
r<atzenbach's attempt as a blatant 
attempt by the Johnso!! Administrar 
fam to suppress and silence critics 
of the war in Vietnam. 
Pandora's Box? 
It is not wrprising that SNCC, 
SDS, the A'llti-HUAC Committee. 
SCLC, and other student groups have 
issued statements backing the Du-
Bois Clubs' refusal to register. Thoe 
whole peace movement and the right 
of free speech seem to be in jeop-
erdy. Even the American Civil Lib-
erties Union agrees that the actio!l 
is intended to intimidate the peace 
movement. 
Truman predicted the bill would 
"open a Pandora's box of opJJOrtun 
ities for official condemnation of or-
ganizations and individuals for per-
fectly honest opinions which happen 
to be stated also by Commu!lists." 
What Next? 
n>e Supreme Court has gone so <ar 
as to question the very constitution-
ality of the Act. The Court has gone 
again5t the act by allowing individ-
ual Communists to refuse to register 
under the protection of the Fifth 
Amendmi!nt, yet, nevertheless, still 
!{rants them passJJOrts. Justice Black 
in particular has been very articulate 
on \he subject. 
In any case, after the Berkeley 
incide!lts, students today are more 
tiogmatic in guarding their rights or 
speech than ever. The Attomey-Ge:i• 
eral's action, understood as a move 
to suppress opinion, has had the re-
verEe effect of encouraging more stu-
dents to support the DuBois Club. 
The Justice Departme:it has recently 
granted a 30 day period for the Du-
Bois Clubs to answer the charges 
labelling them Qlmmunist. The case's 
outcome wiU be significant !lot only 
for the clubs themselves, but the 
peace movement and the right of free 
speech as well. 
I 
Re-write the books! 
Does the loyalty oath impinge on 
academic freedom? What do faculty 
strikes represent, and what can they 
achieve? These and other vital ques-
~ions will concern Gerald Berlin in 
•his lecture and discussion, "Academ-
ic Freedom and the Citize!l," on May 
2, at 7: 30 p.m. in Pendleton. Because 
they may soon encounter these ques-
:: ons i!l their work, seniors only will 
be able to attend the lecture. 
Formerly Assistant Attorney Gen-
eral of the Commonwealth, and pres-
ently an attomey in Boston, Mr. 
Berlin has had wide experience wilfl 
the legal aspects of civil rights. He 
:s the husband of Mrs. Miriam Ber-
lin, assistant professor of history. 
AAUP Spousor5 Talk 
Both the lecture and the accom-
panying library exhibit are sponsored 
by the Wellesley Chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Professors to acquaint students with 
some of the implications of academic 
freedom. 
Mrs. Carolyn 5. Bell, professor of 
eco!lomics -and prel>ident of the Wel-
lesley Chapter of the AAUP, cited the 
Genovese case in the recent New 
JE>rsey gubernatorial election, and 
the faculty strike at St. John's Uni-
versity, which resulted in many dis-
mi!:f:::!s and great tension, as signifi-
cant examples of the academic free-
::!om problem which is alive nearly 
?verywhere. 
Freedom at Wellesley 
"At Wellesley," Mrs. Bell re-
marked, "we have no grave problem 
for we have academic freedom." On 
the other hand, she cited the fact 
that at St. John's, all faculty writL'lg 
had to be checked by the administra-
1 ion before publication. 
Mrs. Bell Pointed out that the 
AAUP seeks to establish fundamental 
principles of academic freedom and 
agreed upon academic principles, 
with an improved economic status 
for professors. The statement of prin-
ciples of the AAUP includes the fol-
lowing points: 
a 1 "The teacher is entitled to full 
freedom in research a!ld in the pub-
lication of the results, subject to the 
adequate performance of his other 
ac:idemic duties ; but research for pe-
cuniary return should be based upon 
an understanding with the authorities 
of lhe institution. 
The Professor as Citizen 
b 1 The teacher is entitled to free-
dom in ttie classroom in discussing 
his subject, but he should be careful 
not to introduce into his teachi!lg 
controversial matter which has no 
relation to his subject. Limitations 
of academic freedom because of re-
ligious or other aims of the institu-
Con1i11utd on pagt twtfre 
There's a change in curriculum. Toronado's in! Front wheel drive with 385-horse Rocket V-8 takes 
boredom out of the course! No more cramming-with flat floors, six passengers are a snap! . 
Toronado styling takes honors o,·er anything else on the road! (No wonder Motor ~ren~ Maga:me 
named it Car of the Year!) Just sample the style and action of any of the Toronado-msp1red Rocke! 
Action Oldsmobiles. You'll want to major in Olds ownership! LOOK TO OLDS FOR THE NEW· 
JiiP Ol!T FRONT 
•.• in a Rocket Action Car.' 
CRUT THU TO CO WMlltl ntl ACT10" 11 • • . Ill YOUlt LOCAL AUTMOttlZlO OLOSMOSILl QUALITY OlALIR TODAYI 
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Harvard and Wellesley Join, 
Perform Lord Nelson Mass 
Jlir, Jin.er, Jlnr 
"I, Mrs. Yetta Bro!lsteln, urge you 
to vote for me and help put a Mother 
The 48-year-old Bronx housewife's imately 7000 jackets, Kleist, remem-
journey on the political circuit bas bering the 1949 International Boot-
not been without its detours. Circum- Jacket Exhibition, shown in the Vic· 
vented in her aspirations for the Pres- toria and Albert Museum in Londoni 
idency in '64 by Jmnson, Yetta or- staged his own exhibitions i!i 1951 
fered her services as V.P.-an offer and 1955. 
by Kay Williams '69 
The Harvard Glee Club and the 
Wellesley College Choir joined in a 
presentation of Handel, des Prez, and 
Haydn last Sunday night. 
The Harvard Glee Club began with 
two antipho!'lal motets by Jacob 
Handel • 1550-1591 1 excellently pre· 
~nted, a small choir in the gallery 
echoing the chancel choir. Two 
masses in clearly contrasting styles. 
by Josquin des Prez tl450·1521 l and 
Josei:;h Haydn • 1732·1809 1 followed. 
Evolution of the Mass 
The music of Josquin des Prez 
epitomized the Early Renaissance 
and greatly influenced lhe develop-
ment of westef!'l music. His Missa 
Pange Lingua is a Polyphonic para-
phrase of a Gregorian hymn. Its 
smooth flow:ng line lYPified the lin-
ear quality and the small voice ra:ige 
required of Renaissance choral mu-
sic. The technical difficulty in the 
contrapuntal interplay of parts was 
not entirely surmounted by the small 
choir chose!'! to present the first two 
movements of the mass. The wander-
ing melodies became rather indis-
tinct and monotonous. 
The grandiose and High Classical 
mass following signlled a leap of two 
hundred years in religious music. 
Differing in intent, the des Prez mass 
was meant to be performed in the 
cathedral. the Haydn mass i!'l a con-
for the nearness of you 
'~ 
YJidetk 
You 're sure of yourself" twn you have 
Bideue. Here is a soh. safe cloth, pre· 
inoi•tened with soothin~ lotion, that 
cleans and refre,,l1c, ... swihly banishes 
0tlor and di'{·umfort. 
U•e Uidt>llt: for in1i111atr cleanliness 
at \\Ork. at br1hi111r. 1lnrin~ mrn•trua: 
lion. while tra,clini:. or whenever 
weather <tn·•s or acti,ity creates the 
need for rea<snranre. 
Ask for individually foil-wrapped, 
disposable Bidelle in the new easy-to· 
open fanfol1led towelettt's ... at your 
drugstore in one dozen ancl economy 
packages. For lovely re-fillable Purse· 
Pack with 3 Bidette and literature, 
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wo the White House. I promise to 
cert hall. Differing also in the im- run this great country with a strong 
portance of the instrument.al accom· arm, the same way I run my home." 
paniment, the Mlssa Pange Lingua With this declaration the 1968 Pres· 
was written for a small incidental idential races are off, with Mother 
chamber group, Haydn's Lord Nelson <and Wife> Yetta Bronstein being the 
Mass for full orchestra 1 replaced first candidate to throw her bat into 
Sunday night by organ and tympani. l the ring, _ 
Concert Contrast 'Betta• Wltb Yetta 
Haydn's genius arrd the develop- Unsuccessful In her bid ror the U.S. 
ment of counterpoint permitted great Presidency in 1964 <and also the Vice-
variation in voice range, metre, and Presidency>, a!l undaunted Yetta is 
even key. Most noliceab!y, the dirge- using the same campaign promise 
like Crucifixus of the Credo was writ- for '68: "Vote for Yetta and watch 
ten in a major key. the joyous Resur- things get betber." 
rexit in a minor key. The mass is Yetta's campaign manager, Alan 
replete with Long and difficult can- Abel, is launching his publicity of. 
O!'!S, fugues and solos. Soloists Susan fensive via "an open letter to the 
~lie~ '66. Janet Bedell '66, ~lice Mer- college students of America,'' which 
r:tt 66, sopranos. and Edith Jones pleads for student organization of 
'67. alto and Allan S. Haley and Youth for Yetta groups. 
David Lindenfeld of Harvard gave I Johnson Snubs 
<iclmirable performances. What student ca.'l ignore Yetta's 
Together the two masses reflect invitation: "Now, students. I would 
two centuries of changing mterpreta- like to take you by the hand and ex-
t ion of the Ordinal of the Catholic plain some facts of life that aren't 
Mass. and provide a co.ntrast worthy I in your books." Yetta reasons, 
of a concert. U!'!Spoiled by tedious "Think with me and together we 
h~n1ns and spoken prJyers. will learn the right answers." 
Wellesley Students Aid Registration, 
En1phasize Need For More Workers 
/iy Pei:g\' Howard '66 Church. Monday through Friday. th<' 
Guest Rtportu thirty project members worked from 
Ju!'t a shack, a front room furn· I nine to five on a house-to-house mop· 
ished with a big bed a!'ld wood ftove. up voter registration campaign The 
a curtained door into a back kitchen work was particularlv difficult, since 
of sorts. stale air and darkness. •he you:i~er, tess frightened popub-
ragged kids, a scared old woman. A lion had already registered. The goa• 
newly painted house, flowers inside a was to register 1000 people. 
latched gate. carpeted living room No Poll Tax 
within. a well-dressed housewife. The abolition of the poll tax was 
Both houses were on rhe same block an imPortant stimulus to registration 
of a Negro community in a Southern noted Abby van Alstyne. So also waf 
town. the fact that the federal registrar 
Susan Hill '67 and Abby van Al· had moved the registration office 
styne '69 spent a week of spri!'lg vaca· from the cour.t house, associatecl 
li?n in Jackson. Mississippi, working with intimidation, to the post office. 
with the NAACP on voter registra- Local support by the .Jackso~ 
lion, and liv~ng in Negro homes. NAACP was enthusiastic. Memberr 
Linda Lewis '68, Priscilla Labovitz provided the project members with o 
'68, Sally Engle '66. and Peggy How- place to stay, transpurtation. and 
ard '66 did much the same work in lunches brought out to the area being 
~a~pton-Newport News. Virginia, canvassed. Few of the students from 
hvmg and working with students the local Negro college became in-
from Hampton Institute. Both projects volved. howeer, a:1d turn-<>ut at o 
were sponsored by the National mass meeting attended was disap-
YWCA. pointingly small. White men in ex-
Meeting Tonight pensive cars lrailed I he canvassers. 
Tonight, April 26. in 300 Billings. but no trouble was started. 
lhese students will talk about their The Hampton, Virginia Project wa!' 
experiences and observations. Dr. Vo- the beginning of an area-wide inter· 
gel. a psychologist who worked last l·.'.lCial registration drive. Paper work. 
'um mer in Crawfordville. Gcorgil. I\ hich would allow community resi· 
will be present also. Dr. Vogel will dents to continue the drive without 
~alk to students interested ;,., working luplication of effort, was an impor-
in Crawfordville on voter educatio!'l ta!'lt part of the project. So a lso were 
and political organization for a week informal talks with local politicians. 
or more t·his summer. Wellesley stu- white and Negro, with high :;chool 
dents :ire supporting the civil rights students, with ministers, and with 
work of Mrs Anna Wheeler. a resi- students of Hampton Institute. 
de"l of Crawfordville. In addition to helping organize and 
The Jackrnn Project opened with create community interest in the sub-
Easter Sunday services in a Negro sequent registration drive, project 
members did house-to-house canvas-If you're competitive' it's a !'ing b several precincts. A number 
game-if you're nostalgic, I of Hampton Institute students worked 
with the Northern students. it's an Opiat~ Summer in Georgia =:!;;ilii~~~~ ~~~~~=---- Crawfordville, the site of a sum· 
r-= mer project open to Wellesley stu-
dents and faculty, has been the scene 
of considerable political ferment in 
Johnson chose to snub. Jacket Boom 
PW1gent PlaUorm Mr. Kleist, who works at Widener 
But armed with a concise, compre- as a specialist in Dutch, African, and 
hensible platform, Yetta has bounced Frisian books, began his collection 
back to state it again for '68. The in 1948, when Harvard College Li.-
independept candidate urges an 18- brarian Keyes D. Metca:Ir proposed 
year-old voti!lg age, better govern- to preserve the works of "outstand-
ment, flouridation, national bingo, ing amt recogni2led artists" for the 
sex education, and stronger govern- Harvard collection. 
ment. Since only the wurks of "outstand· 
Yetta is also sticking with her vot· i!lg and recognized artists" are in-
er-appcating motto: "Everything you I eluded in the Harvard collection, its 
can get for free you should get." growth rate has approximated about 
On 'DomesUcs• 60 iackets a year, and now totalJ 
Yetta retains her same definite around 1000 jackets. 
stance on domestic issues. Concern· I . Catalogued Collection 
i!'lg civil right, Yetta comments, "U Listed under the heading of "book-
you are civil you are right." jackets" in the card catalogue, this 
Campaign manager Abel has enun· collection is accessible to anyone 
ciated Yetta's position on other mat- upon request. However, the Crlmaoa 
ters. Asked at the 1964 I;:mrocratic reported that "Kleist admits that stu-
Convention about Yetta's concern for dent enthusiasm for the collection has 
the war on poverty, Mr. Abel an- not been overwhelming." 
swered, "She thinks it should be f No doubt Yetta Bronstei!'l wuuld 
won." As for the John Birch Society, muster a soul-consoling, setr-decelv· 
Mr. Abel confided, "Mrs. B. is toter- ing platitude for her academic-tool 
ant of all minority groups." admiring pat. ~he might say some-
Mansfleld, But Not Mlke thing similar to what she said in '64 
Yetta promises two in!!Ovations on when enthusiasm for her campaign 
the American scene: government was not overwhelming. "That's the 
posts staffed with people "who have way it is when you are a minority 
failed and learned to live with it." party. But as Yetta Bronstein says : 
and raised postal revenues wrought 'Live and let live.' " 
by issuing a new postage stamp hon· So maybe Kleist should "Collect 
oring Jayne Mansfield. and let collect?'' But more than like-
As for Yetta's views on foreign ly, united by a oommon CO!lcem, 
policy, Abel has commented, "Well, ~etta and Kleist will continue to 
yes, she always says we should have f!ght a common enemy - the collec-
one. That's another one of her cam- t1on of dust. 
paig!l platitudes." The U.S-.-. _O_f_fi_ce_o_f_E_d_u_c_at-ioo-
Long Dls&ance Speech •has announced a plan for a Na-
Exhibiting a consciousness of her tional Teachers Corps. "Our ob· 
recent conclusion <"Soon it will be jectivc," said Commissioner of 
November 1968 · · ."l, Yetta vigor- Education Harold Howe II, "is 
ously pursues the nomrnation, being to reach and teach the children of 
"available to speak to clubs, meet- poverty. For that task, we need 
ings and discussions by long distance experienced teachers and college 
telephone if you pay the bill." graduates . i!'loluding June grad· 
Yetta sums up he!' candidacy: uatcs ... 
"What more can I tell you? So vote The deadline for applications is 
for me i!l 1968, that's all." May 31. Approximately 3,000 re-
Yetta, the candidate wearing the cruits will be selected to spood 
Best Party label, reminds, "And RE- eight to twelve weeks of summer 
MEMBER: once you are inside the training at colleges; while in 
voting booth do nOC pull the wrong training they will recieve $75 per 
lever and ~poi! your vote for MRS. week. By September. Teacher 
YETTA BRONSTEIN. Don't forget to Corps teams will move into city 
Ullre along a pencil because I am an and rural poverty-area school 
independent write-in candidate." system!' where their help is re-
Klelst, Same Lo•e quested. 
Harvard libraria!'l Herbert E. Teacher-inteiins, working on 
Kleist is as emotionally attached to teams headed by experienced 
academic tools as Mrs. Bronstein. teachers. will teach part-lime as-
However, Mr. Kleist's passion is di· sist in school and community pro-
rected toward bookjackets rather jecls, and study for advanced de· 
than pencils. grces al nearby i!'lstitutions. In-
With a personal collection approx- formation is available from the 
an otherwise quiet section of rural 
Georgia. Its Negro population has 
active political leader~hip, and has 
achieved partial success in school 
cle~cgregation a'ld voter registration. 
Thre:! priests from Washington, 
D.C. will be spending the summer in 
Crawfordville, and will provide con-
tinuing leadership for outside volun· 
leers m the town and country. Dr 
Vogel will be spending some time in 
Crawfordville, as will students from 
other campuses. 
National Teacher Corps, -100 Mary-
land Ave., S.W., Washington, D. 
c. 20202. 
Geology Professor 
To Give SEC Talk 
Coming to Boston? 
Will there be raw materials to 
meet the increasing needs of the 
1ext hundred years? Where will these 
raw material!> come from? These are 
the questions which Mr. Jerome Reg· 
nier, associate professor of geology at 
Wellesley College, will assess from a 
geological standpoint in his SEC lee· 
lure on Tuesday, May 3 at 4: 15 in 
the Pope Room. 
50¢ 
• 
The "oral pop-art" craze that's tum· 
ing on college students, codified by 
the two masterminds of the recent all· 
Ivy Trivia 'Contest at Columbia. Nearly 
.500 questioris - and answers-alpha· 
betized by subject, plus an 8 -p11ge 
photo-quiz and a special ''Who said 
that?" section. 
So what are you waiting for? Start recit· 
ing the introduction to the Long Ranger 
on your way to the nearest bookstore. 
Also just out in paperback 
FOLK-ROCK: The Bob Dylan Story 




FRANKLIN SQUARE HOUSE 
Home Hotel for Young Women in llusi· 
neu, attending Boston Schools and 
Collegn. 
• lnfoWll nving, convenient to dow• 
towa Boston 
• Economt~l-Ltes $20.$21 a wHk. 
tnduding any two mHls a day 
• Social Activities 
• 64 ., .. , record of safety and 
security 
II E. II..- Stnet. lest., M.ss. 
co 2-1170 
Takbg the title of his lecture from 
Harrison Brown's The Next Hundred 
Years, Mr. Regnier will both review 
and add more recent information to 
the book published in 1957. Conserva-
tion of raw materials, and how its 
economic, sociological and political 
aspects are all based on geological 
foundations, will be the basic purport 
of Mr. Regnier's lecture. 
A specialist in minerology and ge<>-
chemistry with degrees from Nancy 
University in France, his Master's 
from ·Montana School of Mines end 
his Doctorabe from Oolumbia Univa--
sity. Mr. Regnier is eminently suited 
to speak on the subject of raw ma-
terials. Prior to teaching at Welles-
ley Mr: Regnier not only taught at 
Bryn Mawr and at V~. but also 
prospected for minerals in North Af· 
rioa and explored oil deposits i!1 
Texas and Venezuela. 
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Harvard and Wellesley Join, 
Perform Lord Nelson Mass 
Jlir, Jla.er, Jlnr 
"I, Mrs. Yetta Bro!lsteln, urge you 
to vote for me and help put a Mother 
into the White House. I promise to 
run this great country with a strong 
arm, the same way I run my home." 
The 48-year-<>ld Bronx housewife's imately 7000 jackets, Kleist, remem-
joumey on the political circuit has bering the 1949 International Book· 
not been without its detours. Circum· Jacket Exhibition, shown in the Vic-
vented in her aspiratio!lS for the Pres- toria and Albert Museum in Lo~ 
idency in '64 by Jlimson, Yetta of· staged his own exhibitions m 1951 
fered her services as V.P.-an offer and 1955. 
by Kay Williams '69 
The Harvard Glee Club and the 
Wellesley College Choir joined in a 
presentation of Handel, des Prez, and 
Haydn last Sunday night. 
The Harvard Glee Club began with 
two antipho!!al motets by Jacob 
Handel • 1550-1591 > excellently pre-
sented, a small choir in the gallery 
echoing the chancel choir. Two 
masses in clearly contrasting styles. 
by Josquin des Prez <1450·152JI and 
Josei:h Haydn 1 1732-1809 > followed. 
Evolution of the Mass 
The music of Josquin des 'Prez 
epitomized the Early Renaissance 
and greatly influenced lhe develop-
ment of wester!! music. His Missa 
Pange Lingua is a polyphonic para-
phrase of a Gregorian hymn. Its 
smooth flowing line Lypified the lin-
ear quality and the small voice ra:ige 
required of Renaissance choral mu-
sic. The technical difficulty in the 
contrapuntal interplay of parts was 
not entirely surmounted by the small 
choir chose!! to present the first two 
movements of the mass. The wander-
ing melodies became rather indis-
l inct and monotonous. 
The grandiose and High Classical 
mass following sign::iled a leap of two 
hundred years in religious music. 
Differing in intent, the des Prez mass 
was meant to be performed in the 
cathedral, the Haydn mass i!l a con -
for the nearness of you 
You 're sure of your,cll when you have 
Bidette. Here is a soft , safe cloth, pre-
inoi~tened with soothing lot ion, that 
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cert hall. Differing also in the im-
portance of the instrumental accom-
paniment, the Mlssa Pange Lingua 
was written for a small incidental 
chamber group, Haydn's Lord Nelson 
Mass for full orC'hestra 1 replaced 
Sunday night by organ and tympani. l 
Concert Contrast 
With this declaration the 1968 Pres-
idential races are off, with Mother 
<and Wife> Yetta Bronstein being the 
first candidate to throw her bat Into 
the ring. _ 
'Betta• WHb Yetta 
Unsuccessful in her bid ror the U.S. 
Presidency in 1964 <and also the Vice-
Presidency>, a~ undaunted Yetta is 
using the same campaign promise 
for '68: "Vote for Yetta and watch 
things get betoor." 
Yetta's campaign manager, Alan 
replete with long and difficult can- Abel, is launching his publicity of· 
O!!S, fugues and solos. Soloists Susan tensive via "an open letter to the 
~lie~ '66. J.anet Bedell '66, Alice Mer- college students of America," which 
r:tt 66. sopranos, and Edith Jones pleads for student organization of 
'67, alto and Allan S. Haley and I Youth for Yetta groups. 
David Lindenfeld of Harvard gave Johnson Snubs 
admirable performances. What student ca'l ignore Yetta's 
Together the two masses reflect invitation: "Now, students. I would t~\·o centuries of _changing mterpreta- 1 Jike to take you by the band and ex· 
lJOn of the Ordmal of the Catholic plain some facts of life that aren't 
Mass. and provide a co.ntrast worthy I in your books." Yetta reasons, 
of a concert. U!!Spoiled by tedious "Think with me and together we 
Haydn's genius and the develop-
ment of counterpoint permitted great 
variation in voice range, metre. a.'ld 
tven key. Most noticeably, the dirge-
like Crucifixus of the Credo was writ-
ten in .a major key, the joyous Resur-
rexit in a minor key. The mass is 
hymns and spoken pr3yers. will learn the right answers." 
Wellesley Students Aid Registration, 
Emphasize Need For More Workers 
hy P<'ggy Howard "66 Church. Monday through Friday. thl' 
Guest Reporter thirty project members worked from 
Ju$t a shack, a front room furn- nine to five on a house-to-house mop-
ished with a big bed a!!d wood stove. up voter registration campaign. The 
a curtained door into a back kitchen · work was particularl.y difficult, since 
of sorts. stale air and darkness, the YOU!lger, tess frightened popub-
ragged kids, a scared old woman. A lion had already registered. The goa' 
newly painted house, flowers inside a was to register 1000 people. 
latched gate. carpeted Jiving room No Poll Tax 
within. a well-dressed housewife. The abolition of the poll tax was 
Both houses were en the same block an important stimulus to registration 
of a Negro community in a Southern noted Abby van Alstyne. So also waf 
town. the fact that the federal registrar 
Susan Hill '67 and Abby van Al· had moved the registration office 
styne '69 spent a week of spri!lg vac3. from the cou~ house, associatecl li~n in Jackson. Mississippi, working with intimidation. to the post office. 
with the NAACP on voter registra- Local support by the .Jackso-
tion, and living in Negro homes. NAACP was enthusiastic. Memberf 
Linda Lewis '68, Priscilla Labovitz provided the project members with a 
"68, Sally Engle '66, and Peggy How- place lo stay. transportation, and 
ard "66 did much the same work in lunches brought out to the area being 
~a~pton-Newport News. Virginia, canvassed. Few of the students from 
hvmg and working with students the local Negro college became in-
from Hampton Institute. Both projects volved. howeer, a!ld turn-out at o 
were sponsored by the National mass meeting attended was disap-
YWCA. pointingly small. White men in ex-
Meeting Tonight pensive cars trailed (he canvassers. 
Tonight. April 26. in 300 Billings. but no trouble was started. 
these students will talk about their The Hampton, Virginia Project wai: 
experiences ·<md observations. Dr. Vo- the beginning of an area-wide inter-
gel. a psychologist who worked last mcial registration drive. Paper work. 
rnmmer in Crawfordville. Georgi:!. 11 hich would allow community rcsi-
will be present also. Dr. Vogel will dents to continue the drive without 
~alk to students interested i'l working Juplicalion of effort, was an impor-
tn Crawfordvme on voter educalio!l ta!!l part of the project. So also were 
and political organization for a week informal talks with local politicians. 
or more rhis summer. Wellesley stu- white and Negro, with high :;chool 
dents Jre supporting the civil rights students. with ministers, and with 
work of Mrs. Anna Wheeler, a resi- students of Hampton Institute. 
cte~t of Crawfordville. In addition t.o helping organize and 
The Jackson Project opened with create community interest in the sub-
Easter Sunday services in a Negro sequent registration drive, project 
If members did house-to-house canvas-yo u're COmpetitiVe r it's a $ing i:i several precincts. A number 
game-if you're nostalgic, of Hampton Institute students worked 
with the Northern students. it's an opiate! 
~~~ 
Summer in Georgia 
Crawfordville, the site of a sum· 
mer project open to Wellesley stu-
dents and faculty. has been the scene 
of considerable political ferment in 
Johnson chose to snub. Jllclr.et Boom 
Pungent PlaUorm Mr. Kleist, who works at Widener 
But armed with a ~ncise, compre- as a specialist in Dutch, African, and 
hensible platform, Yetta has bounced Frisian books, began his collection 
back to state it again for '68. The in 1948, when Harvard College Li· 
independent candidate urges an 18- brarian Keyes D. Metcalf proposed 
year-<>ld voti!1g age, better govern- to preserve the WQrks of "outstand-
ment, flouridation, national bingo, ing and recognized artists" for the 
sex education, and stronger govern· Harvard collection. 
ment. Since only the w·orks of " outstand· 
Yetta is also sticking with her vot- i!lg and recognized artists'' are in· 
er-appealing motto: "Everything you eluded in the Harvard collection, itll 
can get for free you should gel" growth rate has approximated about 
On 'Domestics• 60 iackets a year, and now totals 
Yetta retains her same definite around 1000 jackets. 
stance on domestic issues. Concern- I Catalogued Collectlon 
i!lg civil right, Yetta comments, "U Listed under the heading of "book· 
you are civil you are right." J jackets" in the card catalogue, this 
Campaign manager Abel has enun- collection is accessible to anyone 
dated Yetta's position on other mm- I upon request. However, the Crlm1oa 
ters. Asked at the 1964 C:m10eratic reported that "Kleist admits that stu-
Convention about Yetta's concern for dent enthusiasm for. the collection has 
the war on poverty, Mr. Abel an- not been overwhelming." 
swered, "She thinks it should be No doobt Yetta Bronstei!l would 
won." As for the John Birch Society, mtJSter a soul-consoling, self-<l.ecelv· 
Mr. Abel confided, "Mrs. B. is toter- ing platitude for her academic-tool 
ant of all minority groups." admiring pal~ ~he might say some-
Mansfleld, But Not Mike thing similar to what she said in '64 
Yetta promises two in!lovations on when enthusiasm for her campaign 
the American scene: government was not overwhelming. "That's the 
posts stafCed with people "who have way it is w'hen yoo are a minority 
failed and learned to live with it." party. But as Yetta Bronstein says : 
and raised postal revenues wrought 'Live and let live.' " 
by issuing a new postage stamp hon- So maybe Kleist should ''Collect 
oring Jayne Mansfield. and let collect?" But more than like-
As for Yetta's views on foreign ly, united by a common CO!lcern, 
policy, Abel has commented, "Well, ~etta and Kleist will continue to 
yes, she always says we should have f~ght a common enemy - the cotrec-
one. That's another one of her cam· hon of dust. 
paig!l platitudes." The U .S-.. -0-f_fi_ce_o_r_E_d_u_cat-ioo-
Long Distance Speech •has announced a plan for a Na-
Exhibiting a consciousness of her tional Teachers Corps. "Our 00. 
recent conclusion <"Soon it will be jective." said Commissioner of 
November 1968 · · ."), Yetta vigor- Education Harold Howe II, "is 
ously pursues the nommation, being to reach and teach the children of 
"available to speak to clubs. meet- poverty. For that task, we need 
ings and discussions by long distance experienced teachers and college 
telephone if :YOO pay the bill." graduates - i!!oluding June grad-
Yetta sums up her candidacy: ualcs ... 
"What more can I tell you? So vote The deadline for applications is 
for me i!l 1968, that's all." May 31. Approximately 3,000 re-
Yetta. the candidate wearing the cruits will be selected to spend 
Best Party label. reminds, "And RE· ei~ht to twelve weeks of summer 
MEMBER: once you are inside the training at colleges; while in 
voting booth do ~ pull the wrong training they will recieve $75 per 
lever and !:poil your vole for MRS. week. By September, Teacher 
YETIA BRONSTEIN. Don't forget to Corps teams will move into city 
take along a pencil because I am an and rural poverty-area school 
independent write-in candidate." systems where their help is re· 
Kleist, Same Lo•e quested. 
Harvard libraria'l Herbert E. Teachcr-interins, working on 
Kleist is as emotionally attached to teams headed by experienced 
academic tools as Mrs. Bronstein. teachers, will teach part-time as-
However, Mr. Kleist's passion is di- sist in school and community pro-
rected toward bookjackets rather jects. and study for advanced de-
than pencils. grces al nearby i!lstilutions. In-
With a personal collection approx- formation is available from the 
an otherwise quiet section of rural 
Georgia. Its Negro population has 
active political leader~hip, and has 
achieved partial success in school 
rlc!.cgrcgation a!!d voter registration. 
Thre:! priests from Washin·gton, 
D.C. will be spending the summer in 
Crawfordville, and will provide con-
tinuing leadership for outside volun-
teers in the town and country. Dr. 
Vogel will be spending some time in 
Crawfordville, as will students from 
other campuses. 
National Teacher Corps, 400 Mary-
land Ave., S.W., Washington, D. 
c. 20202. 
Geology Professor 
To Give SEC Talk 
Coming to Boston? 
Will there be raw materials to 
meet the increasing needs of t!he 
1ext hundred years? Where will these 
raw material~ come from? These are 
the questions which Mr. Jerome Reg-
nier, associate professor of geology at 
Wellesley College, will assess from a 
geological standpoint in his SEC lec-
ture on Tuesday, May 3 at 4: 15 in 
the Pope Room. 
• 
The "oral pop-art" craze that's turn-
ing on college students, codified by 
the two masterminds of the recent au. 
Ivy Trivia "Contest at Columbia. Nearly 
.500 questiol)s-and answers-alpha-
betized by subject, plus an 8-p11ge 
photo·quiz and a special "Who said 
that?" section. 
So what are you waiting for? Start recit-
ing the introduction to the Long Ranger 
on your way to the nearest bookstore. 
Also just out in paperback 
FOLK-ROCK: The Bob Dylan Story 




FRANKLIN SQUARE HOUSE 
Home Hotel for Young Woman in Busi-
ness, attending Boston Schools and 
Collages. 
• lntown living, convenient to down.. 
town Boston 
• Economlul-Rates $20-$21 a wHk. 
Including any two mHla a day 
• Social Activities 
• 64 y .. t record of safety and 
Ha1rity 
II E. Ntwt9n 5tnet. lestae, Mass. 
co 2-1170 
Taki!lg the title of his lecture from 
Harrison Brown's The Nert Hundred 
Years, Mr. Regnier will both review 
and add more recent information to 
the book published in 1957. Conserva-
tion of raw materials, and how its 
economic, sociological and political 
aspects are all based on geological 
foundations, will be the basic purport 
of Mr. Regnier's lecture. 
A specialist. In minerology and g~ 
chemistry with degrees from Na!lcy 
University in France, his Master's 
from Montana School of Mines and 
his Doctoraoo from Columbia Univer-
sity, Mr. Regnier is eminently suited 
to speak on the subject of riaw ma-
terials. Prior to teaching at Welles-
ley Mr: Regnier not only taught at 
Bryn Mawr and at V~, but also 
prospected foe minerals in North Al· 
rioa and explored oil deposits in 
Texas and VeneEUela. 
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Garis To Speak On Osborne 
For Modern Theater Seminar 
Mr. Robert Garis, associate profes-
sor of English, will speak on "The 
Angry World of John Osborne" at 
1:30 p.m., May 2. Mr. Garis, a spe-
cialist in English drama and novel, 
will present the third in a series of 
four programs comprising a "Semi-
nar i!l Modern Theatre," sponsored 
by the Junior Group of The Boston 
Wellesley College Club. Planned to 
benefit the Faculty Salary Advance-
ment Fund. the seminar is open free 
of charge to students. 
Edward Albee's play "The Sand-
box" will be staged with the final 
!'eminar lecture, "The Two Worlds of 
Edward Albee". The speaker [or the 
May 9 program will be Mr. David 
Wheeler, director of The Theatre 
Company of Bost.on. Mr. Wheeler as-
sisted Albee at The Playwright's 
Workshop, and directed the Paris 
oremier of Albee's play "The Zoo 
Story". For two years he was Jo..-e 
Quintero's assistant at The Circle-in-
the-Square in New York. 
PLAYS 
Thur-day, April 28 
The Theatre Company of Boston 
presents John Hawkes' "The Wax 
Museum" a!ld Rosalind Drexler's 
"The Investigator.'' The Hotel Tour-
iine. Through Sunday. Performance 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
Saturday, April 30 
"An Evening of Low Comedy" at 
the Quincy House Arts Festival. 8: 15 
pm. Free. 
Other presentations in this series LECTURES 
Professional actors and members of have included Mr. Barstow's discus- Saturday, April 30 
the Wellesley College Theatre Group. sion of "The Worlds of Modern Thea- Lecture on the Greeks and the 
under the direction of Mr. Paul Bar- tre'• o!l April 18, and Mr. Michael Romans by Miss Moma Crawford. 
stow, will perform in conjunction Murray's lecture on "The Disillusion- The l\.fu•eum of Fine Arts, Boston 
with the lecture. They will prese!lt a ed World of .Jean Anouilh" on April 11 a.m. Free. 
scene from Osborne's play "The En- 25. Mr. Murray is direct.or of the Sunday, May l 
tertainer. · Charles Playhouse. Lecture on "Density and Human-
s d -S--" • - - . - ,1v" hy Dr. Margaret Mead for the tu ents pot Eerie Speeding Objects" , , .. ~>rd !fall Forum .Jorda!! Hall, Bos-
ton 8 p.m. 
Ponder Spring Visit or Supersaucer? _ 
h.1 Dmuw Dickenso11 I above the southern horizon. a round S.O. Allocations • • • 
, . . body three-quarters of the size of the . . •~asp . 1 Is. tt a bird? Is it a ol~ne_? moon glows with a powerful, unearth- . Contin~ed from page e111>11 
Is 1t ta~t-flying marsh gas? Or is it ly gleam As our heroines watch th.e t·ons committee 1s always ope!! to 
•Holy r?lcdo! 1 ~UP~RSAUCE~? object rushes toward the we~tern ~ugg~stions ~nd l!hat 1f . any stud~nt 
As this _weeks ep1so~e begins, a horizo!l Suddenly, disaprearing be- has mf?rmat1~ conce~mg a charity I 
Jll•acc>l_ul dmne: ~or Out.mg Club and hin 1 a clump of trees, the body di- I o! particular m':Crest, 1t can be con-
A_thl,•t1c. Association of_f1cers and ad- vides in two, and both halves vanish s1dered for receipt of funds. 
\·1sors. •S u!lder way m the Col.ege rrom sight. ~-;,;;;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;:-, 
Club. ~ucld~nl~. from ?~e table break~ Puzzled. astounded, dismayed. our 
a scieam .Jumprn Jehosophat. heroines discuss their unnerving ex- MARK STEVENS 
What's that?"' · · · 
. per1ence among themselves. but fmd I famous-name shoes Feminine Footwear Fashions 
AttractlYely Low-Priced B.oundmg onto the lawn, cra!ling no solution to the dilemma. Can it ~heir necks towar~ the lake, our hero- be , amazing! , life from another 
mes see an ~ene object speeding world? Or merely the standard 
through the air There. about 45• springtime recon!laissance mission 
S64A Washington St., Wellesley Sq. 
CE 5-3603 
Across from the 
Wellesley National Bank 
Open Friday night 'tll 9 P.M. 
from Cambridge? "Golly gee," sighs Campus Freed om . . one. "'looks 1ike we·n never know. 
But one thing's sure: those big uni-
Ct>nti11utd from ra.r:e 11i11e 
lion should be clearly stated in writ-
ing at the time of the appointment. 
c1 The college or university teacher 
is "1 citizen. a member of a learned 
proression. and an officer of an edu-
catio!lal institution. When he speaks 
or writes as a citizen. he s hould be 
free from institutional censorship or 
disci1>line, but his special position in 
the communty imposes special obli-
gations. As a m<in of learning and an 
educational officer. he should remem-
ber that the public may judge his 
profession and his institution by his 
1•ttcrances. He!lce he should at a!l 
times be accurate. should exercise 
uppropriate restraint. should show 
respect for the opinions of others, 
and should make every effort to indi-
cate that he Js not an institutional 
spokesman." 
Ellrope Introductory Tour 1966 
Nble weeks by Volkswagon Bus 
covering some of the most beau-
tlfull areas of 10 countries Econ-
Ollllcal: Only $475 for transporta-
tion (in EuroPe), accomodatlons, 
and meals. For detlals and ltin· 
erary write: Bob Banks, 2 Perry 
Street, North Andover, Mass. 01845 
SAILING EXPEDITION, CAR· 
IBBEAN, Share adventure, ex-
pense: Air mlal yate Fairwincls. 
Club Pesca, Cartafena, Colombt.. 
SUMMER SUBLET • • CAMB· 
RIDGE For 2 or 3 •• Fully Fur-
nished inc. piano & t.v.- 3 bdrm., 
large kit, d.r. t.r., porch-7 min. 
Harvard Sq.-one block to stores, 
laundromat--$58/per person, per 
month. 876-.5952. 
CO-ED CAMP 
On Cape Cod is seeking qualified 
counselors for the coming summer. 
Pre\'ious camp experience prefer-
red. Positions open for swimming, 
small craft, rlfleo· and archery ln-
1 
structors. Good salaries for puali-
fied applicants Please write to 
Marlt Budd :rt Cedar street New-
too Centre. Mass. 
versities have nothing on Wellesley." 
GIRL SCOUTS 
Leaders of Girl Scout Troop No. 
1185 Linda Sult.on '66, Fran McCon-
nell '67 . . Judy F(\reman '66, and 
Jane Howard '65 describe Lheir 
experiences as "simultaneously 
wo!lderful and frustrating, reward-
ing and discouraging." Now new 
leaders are needed - four succes-
sors to take over for the remain-
der of this year and next, one girl 
must be 21 or over while the 
others must be over 18. Interest-
ed? Call Judy Foreman at 235-9642 
or Linda Sulton at :>.35-7714. 
GET DISCOUNT CARD 
on Patent Medicines - Vitamins • 
Cosmetics - Toiletnes - Etc. at 
CARROLL'S (Sal-Mac, Inc.) 
512 Washington Street 
opposite Village Church 
Call CE 5-2489 for Free Delivery 
Hours Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Passport Photos plus Photos For 
Applications, Licenses, etc. 
Custom Photo Fraf'9es 
8UBERTS 
83 Central Street 
$270.00 
FLY TO EUROPE! 
We're 9oin9 -it's all set-how about you?! 
June 14--Aug. 23. 
New York to London 
Contact Elaine Woo-235-0795 
right away to get your 
resenation made! 
$270.00 







PHIL OCHS SKIP JAMES 
NEW LOST CITY RAMBLERS 
MAY 4th 8:00 P.M. - BACK BAY THE.4TRE 
Ticket• $2.00, $2.50, $3.00 
At SOS, Rm. 199, 1785 Cambridge St., Cambridge S47-5457 or 
Out of Town Ticket Office - Harvard Square 
--
Webb House - Guests 
617 Washington St. 
<within one block or the College, 
ttear Rte. 16 at Wellesley Sq.) 
Reasonable priced rooms for 
transient and permanent guests 
Call evenings 235-8964 235-5290 
- - ........ 
Tue:oday, May 3 
Lecture-<lemonstratio:i by Sarah 
Caldwell. Director of the Boston Op-
ra Company. on Schoenberg's Mo .. ec 
and Aaron at Alumnae Hall. 8 p.m. 
Free. 
stitute of Contemporary Art. Includes 
26 different art shows and a beer 
garden party. 
MOVIES 
Thur~day, April 28 
"The Cousins,'' directed by 1aude 
Chabrol. De Cordova Film ~ ;ety 
ART AND MUSIC cf Lincoln, Mass. 8: 15 p.m. 
Thur-day, April 28 BraUle - "East of Ede!!" 
Piano Concert by Sylvia Patrick. Community Playhouse - "My Fa 
Quincy House Arts Festival. 8: 15 p.m Lady" with Rex Harriso!l and Audre} 
·~ree. Hepburn. 
Thursday, April 28 Exeter St., Boston - "A Patch of 
Exhibition of prints by Durer and • Blue·· with Poitier and Hartman. 
his contemporaries. The Museum or Framingham Cinema I - "Rare 
Fine Arts, Boston 8: 15 p.m Through Breeds" 
\tay 8. Free. Cinema II - "The Chase" 
Priday, April 29 Park Sq. - "Darling" with best 
.Jazz Concert II with Phil Wilso!l . actresl> award-winner Julie Christie. 
Quincy llou5e Arts Festival. 8· 15 p.m --- -----------
Free. 
Saturday, April 30 
The Israeli Stucl(>.1ts' Organization 
features the "Four Ay:ilons. ·• Kresge 
Auditorium. M.l.T. 8:30 p.m Sl.50 
aclmiss1on. 
Sunday, May 1 
Gallery-Go-Round at Boston's In-
Communltr Playhouse 
WellHley Hiiia CEdar t40tT 
t•enift .. at 7:4' 
••- Gentllluav• ... '""'"' 4: 11 
Now Showing: Ends Tues., May 3 
Rex Harrbon and 
Audrey Hepburr. in 
"MY FAIR LADY" 
Winner of 8 Academy Awards! 
7 Days Beginning Wed .• May 4 
Jack Lemmon and Natalie Wood in 
"THE GREAT RACE" 
James stewart 
Mauree&i O'Hara 
"The Rare Breed" 
2:25-4:45-7-9:30 
Tues-Thurs. 1·3-5: 10-7: 10 
9:30 
iii lilMllllOI 
ORIENTAL I. SOUTH SEAS CUISINE 
LUAUS every day 
• 
U,STAIRS VISIT THE 
WAIKIKI LOLIM4E J FEATURING THE MOST UNUSUAL 
DISCOTHEQUE 
• .... 146 IOYUTON STUil _... 
IN TOWN ; 
.:: I OSTOH • '1•·6&2' 
-~- 1· AM. TO 2 AM DA.IU 
SOllTJfS'7~ 
CANTONESE EXOTIC 
& ISLAND ~-F.i::! SPECIALTIES DRINICS • 
tua~ 
Marlon Brando J. Fonda 
"THE CHASE" 
Z-4:30-7-9:30 
Tues. & Thurs. 
1-4-7-9:30 
IRAHDllS UHIVEltSITY 
4th ANNUAL FOLK FESTIVAL 
FRI., MAY 6, 1:30 P·M. 
Tickeh $2.50 





SAT., MAY 7, 11:30 P.M. 
Ticlceh $2.SO 
CHAMBERS BROTHERS 




UT. AnllRNOON EVENTS MAY 7 - $1 TOTAL 
Cliil4ren'1 Co11cert, Blues Workahop, 011d Other E•enh 
Co111lllnotio11 Ticket: $5 for All Evenh (entire wHk•nd) 
SUMMER IN COSTA RICA 
A Progrom for North Americons 
• Sp 1 
• Sp 2 
Elementary Spanish 
Intermediate Spanish 
• Sc>< 1 
• Econ 1 
Current Social & Political Structure of Costa Rica 
Current & Projected Industrial Development 
Group Trove(: $880 from L.A.; $695 from Miami, includes oir travel 
ond fHs for tuition, food ond dormitory. Two months. 
THE CORONADO SCHOOL Brochures from : 
MICHAEL J. PEDELTY, 
The Wellesley National Bank 
Four 
Wellesley Sq. 
Westoe load 
Convenient Offices 
Wellesley Hills 
Lower Falls 
